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CHAPTER I 
INTRODU.CTION 
Significance of the Study 
The study of energy expenditure of human activitj.e s began on a 
systematic basi s  about 70 years ago . The validity of using oxygen con-
sumption rate as a basi s for measurir1g energy expenditure was e stab-
li shed at thi s time by Atwater . Benedict and Carpenter observed that 
change s in pulse rate could be correlated with heat production and 
suggested that pulse rate could be
.
a sati sfactory way to  measure total 
metabolism. Since thi s time the linear relation between oxygen c on-
sumption and heart rate in any given individual has been repeatedly 
confirmed. 1 
Research in man i s  limited by the methods that can be used without 
impairing the subject ' s health or his performance . This c on sideration 
reduces the number of measurements that can be made directly during 
exerci se . One measurement, however, which i s  accessible during exercise 
is the heart rate . Because of its close relationship to cardiac out-
put and oxygen consumption, heart rate can be used to evaluate the 
stress imposed by exerci se with a minimum of interference with the 
Sll.bjects' freedom of motion and performance .  As a single f'actor , it 
lJoyce E. Donatelli, "Telemetric Assessment of' Cardiovascular 
Work in Middle-aged Men Participating in Selected Activities" 
(unpublished Master's the si s, Pennsylvania State University, College 
Park, 1968), p. 2 .  
2 
quite accurately depicts the adjustment of the subject to exercise and 
can be used conveniently as an index for evaluating the overall adapta­
tion to exercise . 2 
Within the past twenty years, the development of radio-telemetry 
has made it possible to record heart rate continuously during activity 
without re straint to the individual . As a scientific technique, teleme-
try provides an excellent opportunity for observing the action of the 
heart and for e stimating the energy expended during activity.
3 
Additional amounts of time for leisure and an increased national 
interest in physical fitnes s  have augmented the need for a more thorough 
understanding of the physiological demands of athletic and recreational 
activities . A knowledge of the demands placed on the body during games 
is valuable when selecting those activities which will be both enjoyable 
and physiologically beneficial.4 
According to Banister, as stated in Donatelli ' s  study, the more 
stressful an activity, the higher the heart rate response, the more 
beneficial the activity is likely to be in terms of tx•aining and fit-
ness .  Knowing the effect.s different activities have on physical fitness 
and which activities  give optimal training results i s  important to 
people interested in maintaining a good level of physical fitnes s. An 
2Joseph Charles Bowles, "Telemetered Heart Rate Responses to Pace 
Patterns in i:.he One-mile Run" (unpublished Doctoral thesis, University 
of Oregon, Eugene, 1965), p. 8.  
3nonatelli, op. cit., P• J .  
4rbid. 
understanding of the physiological demands of different activities 
commonly used in physical education, recreation, and intercollegiate 
programs i s  valuable if knowledgeable decisions are to be made concern­
ing the use of activitie s . 5 
The role of women participating in athletics i s  becoming accepted 
as  being a part of the educa�ional process of the feminine sex. For many 
years such participation has been restricted due to customs, prej�dices ,  
and the lack of objective information a s  to what really happens physi­
ologically to women while taking part in activity of varying stages of 
strenuousness .  Is  physical activity physiologically harmful to  young 
women? Can a young women withstand exercising at high heart rate levels 
for extended periods of time? 
The recent upsurge of women ' s  basketball on the secondary and 
higher education levels behooves interested physical educators and 
coaches to study the physiological effects of such competition. How high 
does a heart rate get during a game of basketball and how long does  it 
remain at this level? How much energy is  expended during such an 
activity? This · investigation was undertaken to provide inf"ormation 
concerning the above que stions and to describe what happens physiologi­
cally to two women engaging in intercollegiate basketball. 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to determine the energy expenditure 
of women competitors during a game of women' s  intercqllegiate basketball. 
Srbid. , P• 4. 
4 
An additional purpose of the study was to describe the heart rate re­
sponses of the two participants during various a spects of the basketball 
game. 
Delimitations and Limitations of the Study 
1. The study was limited to two members of the women ' s  inter-
collegiate basketball team at South Dakota State Univer sity during the 
home games of the 1971-72 season.  
2. During competition only the··heart rate of the subjects was 
recorded for data purposes.  
3. The degree of motivation involved in competition could not be 
objectively mea sured. 
4. The oxygen consumed at the various work loads was determined 
by treadmill testing and may not be representative of the oxygen con-
sumption when different types of body movement are involved on a hori-
zontal surface . 
5. Such factors a s  amount of sleep the night before testing, 
dietary habits, and illness could not be controlled and may have affected 
the subject ' s  data. 
Definitions of Terms 
Calories.  
a kilocalorie . 
The term Calorie usually refers to a large Calorie or 
A Calorie i s  equivalent to 1000 calories .
6 It is  the a-
- mount of heat necessary to raise 1000 grams of water one degree centigrade. 
6Thomas Dickinson Myers, "Caloric Energy Cost of Selected 
Exercises�' (unpubli shed Doctoral thesis, Temple University, Philadelphia, 
1964), P• 9. 
Energy expenditure . Energy expenditure refers to the amount of 
5 
energy expended a s  a result of physical activity and may be expressed in 
tenns of Calorie s  or liters of oxygen used. 7 
Indirect calorimetry. Indirect calorimetry energy expenditure i s  
determined from the amounts of oxygen consumed and carbon dioxide 
produced. 8 
Oxygen uptake .  A s  used in this .study, oxygen uptake i s  the amount 
of oxygen supplied to the tissues per minute . 
Respiratory guotient. Respiratory quotient is  the ratio of the 
volume of carbon dioxide produced to the volume of· oxygen consumed. 9 
Steady state . Steady state is  a condition in which there i s  a 
balance between the oxygen requirement and supply. lo 
Telemeter. A small transmitter designed to convey electrical 
impulses that accompany the beat of the heart to a receiver which in 
turn feeds the impulses into a physiograph. 11 
Telemetry. Telemetry means measuring at a distance, or remote 
measuring . The process  of telemetry, as  u·sed in this study, remotely re-
cords the number of heartbeats per minute for the subjects being tested. 
?Myers, loc . cit. 
. Be. Frank Consolazio, Robert E. Johnson, and Louis J . Pecora, 
"Respiratory Metabolism," Physiological Measurements of Metabolic 
Functions 1!!� (New Yorka McGraw-Hill.Book Co . ,  1963), p .  2. 
9rbid. , P• 4 .  
lOibid. , P• 12 
llJoan Armstrong, "The Effects of Participation in Selected 
Activities of the Heart Rate of College Women," (unpublished Master ' s  
thesis, University of Washington, Seattle, 1964), p .  6. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
With the advent of modern technology, more precise instruments 
have been developed to measure heart rate during exercise, whereas in 
the past, the heart rate could be recorded only before or after an 
exercise. Radiotelemetry provides a useful means for monitoring sub-
jects during exercise tests in order to obtain stable heart rates free 
of muscle interference. The studies reviewed in this chapter pertained 
to the use of radiotelemetry during activities and also to the energy 
expenditure of various activities. 
Slcubic and Hodgkins tested the same two women participants in 
archery, badminton, basketball, bowling, golf, hockey, softball, tennis, 
and volleyball to determine the relative energy expenditure of women 
in these particular sports. The subject's heart rates were telemetered 
during participation in each sport and estimates of their ventilation 
and oxygen uptake for each activity were determined from data collected 
• 
in the laboratory. Mean heart rates, oxygen uptake and v02 per 
kilogram of body weight were calculated for each Subject in each 
sport. Comparisons were made to determine which activities demanded 
the greatest energy expenditure. Heart rates ranging from a mean of 
85 beats per minute in bowling to a mean of 185 beats per minute 
for the roving player in basketball were recorded. The energy ex-
penditure of the roving player in basketball was simiiar to that of 
the center halfback in hockey ; these two positions required a signifi-
cantly greater o2 uptake than the positions tested in all other sports. 
Play in the se positions was classified as heavy activity. The nonroVing 
positions of forward and.guard in basketball, badminton, tennis ,  
softball pitcher , and volleyball were rated as moderate activities .  
Golf, archery,· and bowling we re categorized as · light activities in terms 
of energy e xpenditure . The work classifications of Chri stensen and 
Wells were used to cla ssify the various sports according to the 
t f th t . •t 1 s renuousness  o e ac ivi y. 
·McArdle, Foglia , and Patti studied by means of radiotelemetry 
the cardiac response prior to , during , and in recovery from selected 
track events in 18 male varsity traclanen and 4 untrained subjects . The 
track events studied were the 60-yard ,  220-yard, 440-yard, 880-yard, 
1-mile, and 2-mile runs.  It was concluded that s (1)  In trained runners 
the heart rate i mmediately preceding the start of the race  was highest 
in the 60-yard dash and successively lower in events of longer distance . 
This anticipatory increase in heart rate represented 74 percent o f  
the total heart rate adjustment to exercise in the 60-yard dash and 
33 percent in the 2-mile run. (2 )  The heart rate increased rapidly 
during the initial stages of each race with the heart rate reaching 
approximately 180 beats within 28 seconds during the 1-mile and 
2-mile runs and within 10 seconds in the 220-yard run. Heart rate pat-
terns during the race and in recovery were similar in the untrained 
group. (3) Significantly higher peak heart rates were e licited in events 
of longer distance �  There were n o  significant differences  i n  maximum 
lvera Skubic and Jean Hodgkins,  "Relative Strenuousnes s  of  
Selected Sports a s  Performed by Women," Researc h Quarterly, J8aJ05 
May, 1967 . 
heart rates.of trained and untrained subjects. (4 ) Recovery from the 
60-yard dash was significantly more rapid than from any of the longer 
distances. No significant differences were demonstrated in recovery 
patterns of the 220-yard , 440-yard, 880-yard , 1-mile , and 2-mile runs.2 
Donatelli evaluated the physiological demands of padd.leball , 
running , and calisthenics on middle-aged men as indicated by peak , mean 
exercise , and recovery heart rates and by estimating expenditure. Two 
recordings for each of the 10 subjects' heart rates were telemetered 
continuously during 15-minute periods of paddleball , calisthenics, and 
runnings. Also, during the 5-minute recovery period the heart rates 
were recorded. Their oxygen consumption was determined by treadmill 
running. The results showed that running was the most strenuous , 
paddleball next; and calisthenics least strenuous. The heart rate 
recorded during the last minute of recovery did not show a significant 
difference between any of the activities. The peak heart rate was 
significantly higher during running as compared to paddleball and 
calisthenics. There was no significant difference in heart rate be­
tween padd1eball and·calisthenics. 3 
Bowles used radiotelemetry to investigate the heart responses 
of 16 track athletes during different running events. The heart rate 
2william D. McArdle, Guido F. Foglia, and Anthony V. Patti, 
''Telemetered Cardiac Response to Selected Running Events," Journal 
.2f. Applied Physiology, 23a566, October, 1967. 
)Joyce E. Donatelli, ''A Telemetric Assessment bf Cardiovascular 
Work in Middle-aged !1en Participating in Selected Activities" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Pennsylvania State University , College 
Park , 1968), P• 56. 
8 
responses of 16 track athletes during different running events. The 
heart rate responses were recorded before, during· and af'ter running 
specific distances, while following designated pace patterns on a 
44o-yard track. Bowles concluded that the heart rate responses to 
exercise at the start of the test run is very rapid regardless of the 
9 
pace pattern that was followed. While the response was slowest when the 
runn er followed the "slow-fast" pace pattern, the differences in the 
lengths of time required to reach the slope of the exercise heart rate 
response line, ranged from one to four seconds between any two of the 
pace patterns. In all instances the heart rate responses of the subject 
was such that his heart rate reached·the slope of the exercise heart 
rate response line before he reached the end of the first 220-yard 
4' portion of the run. 
Armstrong's study determined the heart rate response to 15-minutes 
of participation in various levels of badminton, basketball, and con-
temporary dance. The sixteen women subjects also participated in a 
15-minute walk-run program to compare this cardiac response with that of 
sports. Anticipatory ac�ivity and heart rate were measured through 
telemetry and the resting pulse rate was recorded following 15 minutes 
of rest. Conclusions showed that the resting pulse in these sports, 
be.fore participation, is not a valid indication of the resting pulse 
rate. The correlation between the anticipatory heart rate and the 
4Joseph Charles Bowles, "Telemetered Heart Rate Responses to Pace 
Patterns in the One-mile Run" (unpublished Doctoral thesis, University 
of Oregon, Eugene, 1965), P• 52. 
10 
resting heart rate showed that badminton participation had little antici ­
patory e ffect on heart rate . Basketball and contemporary dance partici­
pation had a considerably greater effect. 5 
Skubic and Hilgendorf studied the anticipatory exercise and 
recovery heart rates of five gi rls associated with test runs o f  220-yards, 
440-yards , 880-yards , and 1760-yards .  It was found that the anticipatory 
heart rates ,  taken just before the runs were made , accounted for an 
average ·or 59 percent of  the total adjustment of  the heart rate to the 
exercise . The subject ' s  peak heart rates ranged from 182 beats per 
minute in the 880-yard run, to 188 beats per minute in the 1760-yard 
run. The data were collected during and following the four runs and the 
adjustment of the heart to these four bouts of exercise were then com-
pared. This procedure was followed in order to evaluate the stress 
involved, as evidenced by the degree of recovery at the end of  one hour 
of rest . No s�gnificant differences were found. 6 
Myers completed a study to determine the relative caloric cost 
of twelve selected exercises when the exercises  were performed at a 
given rate for one minute. The caloric expenditure of each subject 
performing each of the 12 exercises was expressed in caloric cost ,  
cost per square meter of  body surface area , and cost per pound of  gross 
5Joan Armstrong , "The Effects of Partic ipation in Selected 
Activities of the Heart Rate of College Women" ( unpublished Ma ster ' s  
thesis ,  University of  Washington , Seattle , 1964) , p .  110. 
6vera Skubic and J .  Hilgendorf, "Anticipatory, Exercise , and 
Recovery Heart Hates of  Girls as Affected by Four Running Events ,"  
Journal of Applied Physiology, 1918.54, September ,  1964. 
body weight .· Eight high school boys, two from each of the soma.totypes 
selected, were the subjects for this study and were tested at least 
four hours a�er they had eaten doing one exercise per day until all 
12 exercises were co11pleted. The standard time procedure for exercises 
11 
· was as  followsa 15 minutes  of pre-exercise rest , one minute of exercise 
at a controlled cadence ,  and the recovery period until each subject ' s  
expired liters per minute equalled his expired rate per minute of rest . 
When each of the 12 exercise s  was performed for one minute , the·average 
net caloric cost for the eight subjects tested was as  followsa  sit -ups ,  
? . 557 ;  up-oars, 8. 592 ; back stretchers,  10. 726 ; push -ups ,  11. 280 ; 
windmills,  11. 561 ; step-ups ,  18. 779 ; bicycle ergometer , 19. 072 ; side 
straddle hops ,  19. 281 ;  squat thrusts,  23. 782 ;  140 counts per minute 
running in place , 30 . 890 ; and squat j umps ,  33. 661. The individual net 
caloric cost for the minutes of exercise ranged from 4. 92 Calories for 
the sit-up exercises to 52. 00 Calories for the squat jump exerci ses .  
There is  a tendency for the net caloric cost and cost per square meter 
of body surface area to increase as body size ·increases .  Energy cost 
calculated in net caloric cost per pound of body weight does not 
increase with body size .7 
Oka and others found,  by means of telemetry electrocardi ographic 
sttJ.dies  of runners ,  that i mmediately after the start of a run the pulse 
rate suddenly increased. In the course of the running it continued to 
.increase gradually, showing some fluctuations, and reached the maximum 
?Thomas Dickinson Myers, "Caloric Energy Cost of Selected 
Exercises" (unpublished Doctoral thesis,  Temple University, Philadelphia , 
1964) ,  P• 124. 
rate before the end of the run. When the pulse rate was above 130 
beats a minute before th� start of the run, but following a "warm-up" 
session, the fluctuations of the pulse rate after the start were found 
to be small. The pulse rate during the steady· state in long distance 
8 
running remained above 200 beats per minute. 
Banerjee and Saha studied the ene!gy cost of some common-daily 
activities of 30 male cadets and 10 police women of the Singapore 
police force to see if there was a variation from Western figures and 
to find the percentage increase of the expenditure in different 
activities over expenditure at absolute resting condition. Energy cost 
was measured by a respirometer and a gas analysis apparatus, both 
before and after lunch. Energy expenditure (in kcal/min) of the 
12 
subjects was found to be lower than Western figures which can be accounted 
for by lower body weight of the subjects of this study. The values (in 
kcal/min), respectively, for male and female subjects weres lying rest--
1.12 and 0.95; sitting rest--1.31 and 1.10; sitting reading--1.2) and 
1.08; sitting writing--1.28 and l.OJ; standing--1.44 and 1.23; 
walking--J.J4 and 2.67; running--6.27 and 5.52; post-exercise recovery--
3.07 and 2.68; marching--4.73 and J.55 
The subject's average clothed body weights were 59.7 and 55.5 kg., 
respectively. Highest energy expenditure was observed in running, 
followed closely by marching, for both male and female subjects. 
Br. Oka, N. Utsuyama, K. Noda., and M. Kimura, "Studies of Radio 
Telemetering on EKG and Respiratory Movements during Running, Jumping, 
and Swimming," Medical Electronics �Biological Engineering, 11579, 
October-December, 196). 
There was no significant difference in energy cost between sitting and 
sitting reading or writing, neither was there any significant pre and 
post lunch differences in any of the activities, Average daily energy 
intake an.d output were 3,036 and 3,028 kcal for the males and 1,742 and 
1,752 kcal for the females with protein intake of 105 and 72 grams 
respectively,9 
In an article written by Semler for a text edited by Caceres, 
Semler states that the radioelectrocardiogram taken during an exercise 
period has definite advantages over the postexercise ECG in detection 
of coronary artery disease, It was reported thata ".58 percent of sub-
jects with cardiac disease had abnormal responses which were observed 
only, or chiefly, during the period of exercise," Radioelect1·ocardio-
grams wers recorded in .576 healthy subjects between 15 and 77 years of 
age, Each subject had a normal clinical history, physical examination, 
and standard ECG, The subjects were monitored continuously in the 
supine, sitting, and standing positions; during a double Master's 
two-step test at 1, 2, and 3 minutes; immediately after exercise and 
at 1, 3, and .5 minutes in the post exercise period. Subsequent 
tracings l-tere taken beyond .5 minutes, at 2-minute j_ntervals, until the 
ST and T waves returned to the pre-exercise pattern and heart rate was 
below 100, The results showed that satisfactory ECGs were recorded 
during exercise in 96 percent of the subjects studied, In 4 percent, 
9B. Banerjee and N . Saha, "Energy Cost of Some Common Daily 
Activities of Active Tropical Male and Female Subjects," Journal .2:f. 
Applied Physiology, 291200, August, 1970. 
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lJ 
the tracings were unsatisfactory because of obesity, unusually oily 
skin, or wandering of th� baseline from jarring movements of the radio 
10 
transmitter. 
. 14 
Liddell.discusses short cut methods of estimating energy expendi-
ture from pulmonary ventilation. For any one subject carrying out a 
particular task, the relationship between his energy expenditure and his 
ventilation is about linear, the equation of the regression line differs 
from task to task and for any particular task from subject to subject. 
The estimation of energy expenditure from pulmonary ventilation alone 
by using a simple formula is not· acceptable as the estimates could be 
subject to error. Analysis of expired air cannot be dispensed with but 
the calculations for estimating energy expenditure in terms of ventila-
tion and the analysis of the expired air are shown to be further reduc-
ible. A nomogram is presented to show how they can be carried out with 
minimal 
11 
error. 
Malhotra and others, completed a study using pulse rate during 
work as a measure of energy cost since it is difficult in some activities, 
such as swimming, to collect expired gases and use this to measure 
energy expenditure. Studies were made on seven subjects who were given 
different levels of exercise on a bicycle ergometer with varying work 
loads. Calorie expenditure during performance of various tasks was 
calculated by collecting expired gases during the steady state; pulse 
lOcesar A. Caceres, Biomedical Telemetry (New Yorka Academic 
Press, 1965), PP• 129-135. 
llF. D. K. Liddell, "Estimation of Ene11gy Expenditure From 
Expired Air," Journal !2.f. Applied Physiology, 18125, January, 1963. 
15 
rate was also recorded. To estimate the error in using pulse rate for 
measuring energy expenditure, the same subjects were given various field 
tasks such as marching, hopping, running, etc. During the perfonnance 
of these tasks, energy expenditure and pulse rate were measured using the 
same techniques. Linear correlation was obtained between the pulse rate 
and the energy expenditure in all the subjects. A significant difference 
was found in the coefficient of variation for different subjects and the 
percentage of error between observed and predicted values of energy 
expenditure for both the ranges of pulse counts varied from 0.3 to 4.7 
and from o.6 to 7. 0 respectively. 12 
Ramsey, Ayoub, Dudek, and Edgar investigated the relationships 
between brief rest intervals and physiological recovery during intensive 
physical activity which consisted of a women's basketball game. Heart 
rate was monitored for two university basketball players during a regu-
larly scheduled game by means of telemetry. Brief rest intervals, as 
short as forty to sixty seconds in duration, .provided opportunity for 
physiological recovery in terms of significant decreases in heart rate 
responses. Such rest intervals occurred during time outs and when some 
other player was tald.ng a foul shot. Those foul shots in which the 
player himself was involved did not show a decrease in heart response. 
Neither the game score nor any particular type of player activity was 
directly reflected in the player's heart rate. Emotional influence also 
1�. s. Malhortra, J. Sen Gupta, and R. M. Rai� - "Pulse Count as 
a Measure of Energy �xpenditure," Journal of Applied Physiology, 
181994, September, 1963. 
affected recovery curves at halftime and after the game. Subject 2 was 
a reserve player, not a regular like Subject 1, so her heart rate was 
somewhat lower due to motivation and anticipation prior to playing. 
Subject 2's heart rate did go up when she played but not to the same 
level as Subject 1. 13 
Stockholm. and Morris conducted a study to investigate the in-
fluences or physical exertion and emotional stress upon the heart rate 
or a baseball pitcher while actually participating in Competition. The 
subject, a left-handed Indiana University freshman pitcher, was hooked 
up to telemetry. 
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Baseball appears to be a relatively nonactive game but the results 
showed that this did not hold true for the pitcher. The subject's pre-
game heart rate of 174 beats per minute was due to the excitement of 
racing the first batter and the pre-inning tosses. The subject appeared 
capable of recovering during the half inning in which.his team was at 
bat, except for the innings in which he was batting or his team was in 
the process of scoring. A combination of physical and emotional stress 
caused the pitcher's heart rate to exceed 180 beats per minute several 
times during a nine-inning college freshman intercollegiate baseball 
game. The heart rate failed to decline below 100 beats per.minute for 
the two hours of competition. The combination of neural and hurnoral 
stimuli served to cause the high heart rates.
14 
13J. D.  Ramsey, M. M. Ayoub, R. A. Dudek, and �. s. Edgar, "Heart 
Rate Recovery During a College Basketball Game," Research Quarter!Y, 
411528-535, December, 1970. 
14Alan Stockholm and Harold H . Morris, "A Baseball Pitcher's 
H eart Rate during Actual Competition," Research Quarterly, 401645-649, OCtoo er , 1969. 
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Hanson measured cardiac response to participation in Little League 
baseball competition as  determined by telemetry. The subjects were ten 
volunteer Little League baseball players whose ages ranged from 9-12 years . 
Each subject was observed during a single game� Readings were taken at 
rest prior to the game and after the game . During the game readings were 
taken while at bat, on base following a hit or sitting in the dugout fol-
lowing an out , sitting in the dugout unrelated to a turn at bat , and 
standing in the field. Anecdotal records were made of the circumstances 
that accompanied each heart rate recording. The data indicated high 
heart rates for "at bat" conditions with slight elevations for fielding. 
Great fluctuations within and among subjects was noted. The data also 
indicate that the amount of exercise involved in lt to 2 hours of playing 
baseball i s  minimal. 15 
Sinning and Adrian completed a study on cardiorespiratory changes 
in college women due to a season of competitive basketball. Seven 
members of a women ' s  collegiate basketball team and eight women not com-
peting in interschool athletics were tested at the beginning and end of 
• 
the season for maximal an� submaximal Voz as well as several other 
factors.  The team members participated in 25 organized practices and 
• 
seven games over a 66-day period. Maximal Vo2 for the basketball group 
showed a significant changes an increase from )4.4 to 38.8 ml./kg/min.  
· 15nale L. Hanson , "Cardiac Responses to  Participation in Little 
League Baseball Competition as Determined by Telemetry," Research 
Quarterly, 38 1 384-385, October, 1967.  
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None of the other variables tested changed significantly. Comparison$ 
of these results with results from other studies indicated the basketball 
participants had not approached their potential physical condition. 16 
Summary of Related Literature 
The review of literature indicates that there is an agreement 
that through the use of radiotelemetry it i s  possible to obtain an 
accurate record of the heart rate responses before , during, and after 
the performance of various physical activities.  Also, recently developed 
telemetry equipment doe s not hinder the subject in performing physical 
activity, therefore , the physiological responses recorded can be 
attributed almost entirely to the activity. 
Researchers seem to be in agreement that stressful situations in 
physical activity cause the heart rate to rise and the heart rate drops 
during less  competitive situations and recovery. The pulse rate ta.ken 
prior to a game i s  not an accurate indication of resting pulse rate as 
anticipation and emotions seemingly cause the heart rate to be higher .  
The activities that were most strenuous and caused the heart rate to 
be the highest were the ones that involved running . 
16.tlayne E. Sinning and Marlene J. Adrian, "Cardi ore spira tory 
Changes in College Women Due to a Season of Competitive Basketball, '' 
Journal of Applied Physiology, 251720, December, 19680 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Organization of the Study 
The purpose of thi s study was to determine the energy expenditure 
or women competitors during a game or women ' s  intercollegiate basketball. 
An additional purpose of the study was to describe the heart rate re­
sponses or the two participants during various aspects or the basketball 
game. The study was conducted during the 1971-1972 women ' s  basketball 
season. Heart rate data were collected during four of the home games .  
The heart rate of the two suojects were recorded twice on alternate 
games .  Subject 1 was tested on February 23 and February 29; Subject 2 
was tested on February .3 and February 26. 
A_�ditional data c.ollected on the subjects were maximal oxygen 
uptake and submaximal oxygen uptake at selected heart rates .  Oxygen 
uptake data were collected while the subjects ran on a treadmill. From 
the game heart rate responses ,  and from the treadmill oxygen uptake 
values,  the energy expended by the subjects during the basketball game 
was calculated. 
Source of Data 
Two c ollege women on the women ' s  intercollegiate basketball team 
at South Dakcta State University were selected as  subjects.  The two 
subjects were selected on the recommendation of the women ' s  coach for 
their above average playing ability. Both subjects were on the starting 
five; Subject l was a 19 year old sophomore physical education major, 
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611" tall, and weighed 165 pounds. This subject's intercollegiate 
activities for the 1971-1972 school year included field hockey (goalie) , 
power volleyball, and basketball. In addition to intercollegiate 
activities, she also participated in the following major's skills 
'blocks& field sports, gymnastics, body mechanics, field hockey, basket­
ball, and archery. Subject 2 was a 19 year old sophomore physical edu­
cation major, 5'�" tall and weighed 145 pounds. This subject's 
intercollegiate activities included power volleyball and basketball. 
Subject 2 had completed identical major's skills blocks as had Subject 1. 
Collection of the Data 
To accomplish the purposes of this study, data were collected on 
the following& 
1.  Heart rate responses of the subjects during an entire basket­
ball game including warm-up, half-time, and the recovery period 
following the game. 
2. Maximal oxygen uptake. 
J. Submaximal oxygen uptake at selected heart rate responses 
while running on a treadmill. 
4. Energy expenditure was calculated on the basis of-submaximal 
oxygen uptake values and length of basketball game. 
The following sections indicate the methods used to measure 
these variables. 
Heart rate. The process of telemetry was the means used to 
determine the number of heartbeats per minute for the subject being 
tested during a game of intercollegiate women's basketball. Through 
research on telemetry, it has been established that the placement of 
the electrodes plays an important part in getting an accurate recording 
of the _heart rate without interference . Caceres statesa "It has not 
yet been showri which bipolar lead system is  the best ."1 In the present 
study many electrode placements were tried on several subjects to 
determine which would give the most accurate reading. The placement 
which gave the clearest recording, free from artifacts, was placing one 
21 · 
electrode on the manubrium of the sternum and the other· electrode on the 
sixth rib in the le� anterior axillary line. According to Caceres, these 
sites are relatively free of muscle interference except during extreme 
exertion. 2 
In addition to electrode placement, the preparation of the skin 
surface was also important. Cleansing the skin to free it fran dirt, 
perspiration, and dead skin was done by using a cottonball soaked with 
alcohol.  The subject's manubrium and sixth rib were rubbed until reddened. 
Before applying the electrodes, adhesive stickers were mounted to each 
electrode and a drop of electrode jelly was applied to the electrode 
jelly reservoir and the electrode was then applied to the prepared 
skin o� the subjects. The input plug from the electrode s  was then 
inserted into a transmitter and the lead wires were secured in place 
by.taping them to the subject's body. It was important to make 
sure that all of the wires were completely taped down and two 
1ce sar A.  Caceres, Biomedical Telemetry (New Yorka Academic 
Press, 1965), P• 14J. 
2Ibid .  , P• 1J2. 
extra pieces of tape were placed over the electrodes to insure a firm 
hold. The transmitter was encased in foam rubber, to reduce the arti­
facts caused by excessive transmitter movements, and was held to the 
subject's abdomen with a waist binder. 
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An E & M Telemetry Transmitter, FM-1100-E2, was used to pick up 
the heart rate from the electrodes where it was amplified and broadcasted 
by frequency modulation on a specific wave length to the receiver, The 
transmitter operates on a frequency allocated by the Federal Communi­
cation Commission, is small in size, and is light weight so it does not 
restrain the subject in any way during exercise. The radio tran·��itter 
can broadcast ECG's over a distance of several hundred feet9 depending 
on the location of the equipment, building construction, and atmospheric 
conditions. The batteries of the transmitter are self contained and 
supply power to the circuits. 
The E & M Biotelemetry Receiver, FM-1100-7, contains a channel 
selector dial which picks up and relays the ECG signal to an E & M 
Physiograph. The ECG obtained by the transmitter was broadcast on a 
radio frequency beam of ?l megacycles and was picked up by the 
telescopic antennas of the receiver which were spread at a �5° angle, 
The receiver then transferred the electronic signals to the physio­
graph. The physiograph and receiver were placed off the sidelines and 
in-the center of the gym floor, 
The paper speed of the physiogra}il was .5 cm per second, The 
heart rate was counted by counting the R waves on the-physiograph 
paper for each 15 seconds throughout the game, The heart rate for every 
four 15 seconds wa s then averaged to determine the average heart rate 
for every minute of playing time. 
A pilot study wa s conducted during an inter-squad game prior to 
the testing to see if the equipment would work. during a game situati on 
and al so to see if the equipment would interfere with the subject ' s  
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participation during the game. The results of the pilot study indicated 
no contraindications and the recording s were free from interference and 
the sub ject ' s  participation wa s not hindered by the equipment. 
On the day of a game , the subjects were ho'oked up for telemetry 
at least JO minutes before game time. This gave the equipment time to 
warm up �nd gave the researcher time to get a clear recording of the 
subject ' s  heart rate before the game started. The sub ject ' s  heart 
rates were recorded during pregame warm-up , during the entire game which 
con sisted of four eight minute quarter s ,  two minute time outs between 
the fir st and second quarter s, and between the third and fourth quarter , 
a ten minute hal�ime, and a twenty minute recovery period. The re-
searcher had two graduate a s sistants helping during the games. One 
assistant ran a timer and reported when each minute was up. The second 
assistant u sed a tape recorder to record the playing actions of the 
� 
subject s during the game to determine what was happening at the variou s  
heart rates recorded on the physiograph. The heart rates were later 
counted from the ECG to calculate the average heart rate of each sub-
ject for an entire game of intercollegiate women's basketball. 
O?srgen uptake procedure. In the present study a treadmill , 
combined with oxygen mea suring equipment , was u sed to determine the 
� .  
oxygen uptake of · the subjects .  The heart rate was telemetered during 
the treadmill test using the same procedu,re as for recording the heart 
rate during the basketball games , Once the heart rate reached a steady 
state , the air sample s were collected. 
The open circuit method was used for the collection of expired 
air. A clamp was firmly applied to the nose of the subject and a modi-
fied Otis McKerrow mouth piece was used which allowed the subject . to 
inhale atmospheric air through one valve while the expired air was 
�hanneled through another valve . The expired air was directed through 
a plastic tube to a CD4 Dry Ga s Meter which measured the ga s volume . 
After the air passed through the dry gas meter, it was directed through 
a mixing chamber. A small electric pump was used to draw . expired air 
from the mixing chamber into small two-liter sample bags .  The concen-
trations of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the ga s sample s were analyzed 
by use of the Godard Pulmo-Analyzer. 3 
Measurement s were taken during the last JO seconds of each 
minute of exercise once the steady state was reached. A Universal 
Timer was used to time the minute exercises and the JO second expired 
air period of each minute . Six samples of expired air were collected. 
Expired air was directed through the CD4 Dry Gas Meter only during the 
last JO seconds of each minute during the steady state of the heart 
rate. Barometric pressure and expired gas temperature were recorded 
to correct the gas volume measurement of STPD. 
3John Eidsne s s ,  "The Effects of a Collegiate Basketball Season 
on Selected Fitness  Measurements , " (unpubli shed Master ' s  thesi s ,  
South Dakota State University, Brookings ,  1971), P• 19. 
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Two assistants helped the researcher with the treadmill testing. 
One assistant was a spotter for the subject running on the treadmill; 
the second assistant helped regulate the resistance by adjusting the 
speed of the treadmill and checked the physiograph while the researcher 
was collecting the air samples .  
Maximal oxygen uptake . Maximal oxygen uptake has become widely 
accepted as  a primary physiol�gical variable which best measures the 
efficiency or capacity of the cardiovascular and respiratory systems . 
Maximal oxygen consumption is reached when, during a given progressive 
exercise bout , the oxygen intake per unit time attains its maximum and 
remains constant even though the work load increases .  The maximwn value 
or the oxygen consumption depends upon the efficiency of the circulatory 
and respiratory systems .4 
Both the treadmill and the bicycle ergometer are widely used to 
provide the exercise stress for the test. Cooper, however, .  states  that 
treadmill testing is  presently the ultimate in measuring total fitness 
and it is universally recognized as  such by exercise physiologists . 5 
In the present stuay a treadmill, combined with oxygen-measuring 
equipment, was used to determine the maximal oxygen uptake of the 
subjects. The load resistance against which a subject exercised was 
increased each minute until the subject could not continue due to 
4:rbid. 
�enneth H.  Cooper, Aerobics (New York a M. Evans and Co. ,  Inc . ,  
1968) , P •  4?. 
exhaustion. Each . subject began by running on the treadmill at J . 5 mph 
for five minutes to warm up. At the start of the sixth minute the 
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treadmill speed was increased to 5 mph and each minute thereafter the 
speed of the treadmill wa s increased and an air sample was collected the 
· last JO seconds of each minute until the subject was unable to continue 
• 
due to exhaustion . 
Submaximal oxygen uptake . In the pre sent study, subma.ximal· oxygen 
uptake wa s determined while the subjects ran on the treadmill with the 
speed of the treadmill being increa sed until each subject ' s heart rate 
reached a steady state equivalent to their average heart rate during a 
women ' s  intercollegiate . basketball game in which they were tested. The 
two heart rate levels used were the average heart rate for the four 
quarters during each game in which the subjects were tested. Since the 
researcher was measuring the oxygen consumption to determine the energy 
expenditure of the subjects during participation , the average heart 
rate of the four quarters wa s used since it gave a more reliable heart 
rate for the subject' s playing than ta.king an average for the total 
time including pregame , halftime , and recovery where the heart rate 
drops due to re st intervals .  
The treadmill te sts were admini.stered on days when the 
subjects did not have a game . The subjects had several preliminary 
practice runs before they were te sted to become familiarized with 
the equipment . After the subjects could run on the treadmill in a 
relaxed manner , the oxygen consumption data were collected. Ea.ch 
subject ran on the treadmill on three different days . The first day 
the maximal OA-ygen uptake te st was given ; the second day was a 
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practice run to see what treadmill speed was necessary for each subject 
to reach their steady state which would be equivalent to their average 
heart rate during the ga.�es in which they were tested; the third day of 
running followed the same procedure as the sec·ond day with the exception 
that the actual data were collected on this day. Each subject ran at 
her steady state as determined during the first game in which she was 
tested and then had a half hour rest while the researcher analyzed the 
air samples. The subject then ran at a steady state which was equal to 
her average heart rate of the second game in which she was tested. The 
steady states for the second run were an average heart rate of 1.57 bpm 
and 158 bpm and the steady states for the third run were an average 
heart rate of 165 bpm and 185 bpm for Subjects 1 and 2, respectively. 
The procedure for the collection of air samples was the same for both 
the maximal and submaximal oxygen uptake tests. 
Procedure for calculated energy expenditure . The speci·fic 
procedure followed was& 
1. (a) Collection of air samples for Subject 1 
Average heart rate of ·157 Average heart rate of 165 
for the USD game for the Morris game 
Treadmill Air Samples Treadmill Air Samples 
S1;2eed Time !ill C2llected S12eed Time HR Collected 
4.6 mph l min. 126 4. 8 mph 1 min. 1.50 
4. 6  mph 2 min. 150 5.0 mph 2 min. 1.56 
4. 8  mph 3 min. 1.54 4. 8 mph 3 min. 162 #1 
4. 8  mph 4 min. 156 #1 ·4.8 mph 4 min. 162 #2 
4. 8  mph 5 min. 156 #2 4.8 mph 5 min. 168 #3 
4. 8 mph 6 min. 1.56 #J 4.8 mph 6 min. 174 None 
4. 8 mph 7 -mi n. 168 14 
(b ) Collection of air samples for Subject 2 
Average heart rate. of 158 
for the Northern game 
Average heart rate of 18J 
for the Mankato game 
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Treadmill Air Samples Treadmill Air Samples 
Speed Time HR Collected 
4. 6 mph l min. ITi4 
4. 6 mph 2 m.in 168 
4. 8 mph 3 min 174 
4. 8 mph 4 min. 174 
4. 8 mph .5 min. 180 
4. 8 mph 6 min.  174 
4. 8 mph 7 min. 174 
4. 8 mph 8 min. 174 
4. 8 mph 9 min. 168 
4. 6 mph 10 min. 150 
Speed Time HR C ollected 
4. 8 mph 11 min.  156 #1 
4. 8 mph 12 min. 156 #2 
4. 8 mph lJ min. 156 #3 
5. 8 mph l min. 1.50 
5. 8 mph 2 min. 162 
5. 8 mph J min. 174 
5. 8 mph 4 min. 180 
6. o mph 5 min. 180 · 
5. 8 mph 6 min. 180 
5. 8 mph 7 min. 180 
2 .  The air sample s  were analyzed after each subject ran to  
ll 
#=2 
' 
#J 
determine the amount of oxygen consumed and how much carbon dioxide was 
expired at their average heart rate s for the two times they were tested 
on the treadmill at a submaxi.mal work load. 
• 
3. A�er analyzing the air samples collected, the Vo2 per minute 
and the respiration quotient were calculated for each air sample collected • 
• 
The average v02 and average R. Q. was then calculated f
or the three air 
samples collected. 
4. Referring to a chart which showed the relation between the 
respiratory quotient and the percentage of energy obtained from carbo­
hydrates and fats ,  the number of Calories  per liter of oxygen per 
mi t .  
6 
nutes  were determined for each tes ing. 
6
Peter v. Karpovich and Wayne E .  Sinning, Physiology of Muscular 
Activity (Philadelphia & w. B . Saunders Co. , 1971), P •  82. 
5. To determine the number of Calorie s burned during each game 
in which the subject was tested, the total game time was multipled by 
the number of Calories  burned per liter of oxygen per minute. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Organization of the Data for Analysi s 
The purpose of thi s inve stigation was to determine the energy 
expenditure of two intercollegiate women baske
.
tball players during the 
home games of the 1971-1972 women' s  basketball season.  An additional 
purpose was to describe the heart rate re sponses of the two competitors 
during various aspects of the basketball game . 
The data collected from the two subjects were heart rate response s  
during game situations , maximal and submaximal oxygen consumption while 
running on the treadmill , and energy expenditure . Appendix A indicates 
the heart rates for the game s in which the subjects were te sted. The 
subject ' s  heart rates were recorded during four home games in the month 
of February, 1972. A complete game schedule , scoring totals ,  regular 
season totals ,  and tournament totals are found in Appendix B . 
The maximal oxygen uptake test was administered once on M.arch 1 ,  
1972, which was . prior to the state women ' s  basketball tournament. Fol­
lowing the national tournament which concluded the basketball season, 
the submaximal oxygen uptake test was administered. The energy expended 
for a basketball game was calculated from the game heart rate response s 
and the oxygen uptake re sults of the submaximal oxygen uptake test .  
. summary and Discussion of Results 
Tables I through r:v depict the average heart rates of the two 
subjects for the games in which they were tested. The tables show 
minute-by-minute heart rate responses and the average heart rate during 
warm-up , each quarter, hal�ime , and recovery. The tables also show the 
running time which indicated how long the subject ' s  heart rates were 
recorded and the score of the games to indicate whether or not the game 
was close . 
Table I indicates that Subject l ' s lowest heart rate/minute was 
during pregame warm-up ( 93 beats/minute) .  The subject ' s heart rate 
reached a high of 190 bpm in the second quarter. The subject ' s  heart 
rate dropped during hal�ime and recovery to less than lJO bpm when the 
subject was inactive . The averages of 172,  172, 16� and 124 bpm were the 
total averages for the four quarters,  respectively. The score indicates 
that the game was not close since South Dakota State University (SDSU) 
was ahead throughout the game and, therefore , the stress  situati on for 
Subject 1 was only moderate . 
The subject ' s  heart rate did not drop an appreciable amount during 
recovery, an average of 120 bpm, as compared to the fourth quarter average 
of 124 bpm. This could be due to the fact that the University of South 
Dakota (USD) has always been a natural school rival of SDSU. Even if the 
game was not close , the excitement of beating the University still 
remained following the game . USD was the only other school besides 
SDSU that was undefeated within the state so the winning of this game 
was important to the team. Also during recovery, Subject 1 was 
getting dressed and was visiting with her teammates so she was not 
TABLE I 
AVERAGE HEART RATE RESPONSES FOR SUBJECT 1 DURING USD GAME 
Time Heart Rate 
Elapsed in per 
Minute s Minute 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
126 
130 
119 
123 
121 
137 
139 
109 
9:3 
93 
95 
106 
109 
137 
138 
125 
108 
106 
111 
106 
Game Situations 
Warm-up ; Lay-ups from both side s 
Warm-up ; Lay-ups from both side s 
Warm-up ; Lay-ups from both side s 
Warm-up ; Lay-ups from center of court 
Warm-up ; Shooting F. G .  
Warm-up ; Shooting F . G .  
Warm-up ; Shooting F . G .  
Warm-up ; Shooting F . G .  
Warm-up ; Shooting F . G .  
Warm-up ; Shooting F . G .  
Warm-up ; Shooting F . G .  
Warm-up ; Shooting F . G. 
Warm-up ; 3-man weave drill 
Warm-up ; :3-man weave drill 
Warm-up ; :3-man weave drill 
Warm-up ; Shooting F . T .  
Warm-up ; Shooting F . T. 
Warm-up ; Shooting F . T .  
Warm-up ; Shooting F . T .  
End of  warm-up ; In  huddle 
Average heart rate during 20 minutes of pregame = 117 bpm 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Z5 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
3:3 
34 
35 
128 
156 
161 
177 
175 
175 
184 
184 
176 
159 
177 
177 
181 
186 
178 
J . B . ; Start of first quarter 
· Game play; Off. and def. pos .  
Game play; Interception · 
SDSU scored ; Foul 
At F . T .  lane 
Game play; J . B .  
Subject 1 shooting F . T .  
Game play ; T . O .  
T .  o . ; In huddle 
Walked back on court ; Game play 
Game play; Foul 
At F . T.  lane ; Game play · 
Game play; SDSU scored 
Subject 1 shooting F . T .  
End o f  first quarter ; Score 14-7* 
Average heart rate during 15 minute s of 1st quarter = 172 bpm 
32 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
4? 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
157 
165 
168 
184 
189 
184 
163 
180 
1?8 
182 
190 
189 
186 
186 
159 
1)4 
124 
Average heart rate 
53 129 
54 120 
55 115 
56 113 
57 110 
58 130 
59 134 
60 137 
61 137 
62 137 
63 137 
TABLE I (Continued) 
In huddle ; J . B . ; Start of 2nd quarter 
Game play; Subject 1 fouled upon 
Subject 1 shooting F . T . 
Game play ; Interception 
Game play; Off. and def .  pos .  
Game play; T . O .  
T . O . ; In huddle 
Game play; Foul 
Another foul ; At F. T .  lane 
Game play; Interception 
Game play; Fa st break 
Game play; Foul 
·aame play; J . B . ; Foul 
Another foul ; Out of game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
H . T . ; Score 32-16* 
during 17 minute s of 2nd quarter = 172 bpm 
H . T .  Walked to Rcom 123 
H . T .  Sitting and listening to coach 
H . T .  Sitting and li stening to coach 
H . T .  Sitting and li stening to coach 
H . T .  Sitting and listening to coach 
H . T .  Walked back on court 
H . T .  Shooting F. T .  and F .G .  
H . T .  Shooting F . T. and F. G .  
H . T .  Shooting F. T.  and F .G .  
H . T .  In  huddle 
End of H.  T ,  ; Back on cour� 
Average heart rate during 11 minutes of H . T .  = 127 bpm 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
?O 
71 
?2 
?3 
?4 
151 
179 
176 
185 
185 
170 
174 
188 
188 
178 
180 
Foul ; Game play 
Game play; Off. and def.  pos .  
Game play ; J . B .  
Game play ; Subject 1 scored 
Grune play ; Foul ; T . O .  
At F . T .  lane 
Game play; Off. and def. pos .  
Game play; Tried for interception ·, 
Game play; Interception 
Foul ; At F. T. lane 
Game play; Fouled opponent 
33 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
1.51 
126 
118 
ll3 
115 
Average heart rate 
80 114 
81 113 
82 111 
83 108 
84 131 
85 155 
86 177 
87 173 
88 156 
89 118 
90 114 
91 111 
92 104 
93 104 
94 102 
95 114 
96 lo4 
Average heart rate 
101** 128 
106** 128 
111** 116 
ll6** 108 
TABLE I (Continued ) 
Taken out of game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
End of 3rd quarter ; Score 48-29* 
during 16 minute s of Jrd quarter = 161 bpm 
Up in huddle 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
Reporting in to scorer 
Game play ; Off. and def.  pos. 
Game play ; J . B . 
Foul ; At F. T. lane 
Game play; Taken out of game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
Up in huddle ; Back on bench 
End of game ; Score 58-41* 
during 17 minutes of 4th quarter = 124 bpm 
Recovery period ; Getting dressed 
Recovery period ; Getting dressed 
Recovery period ; Visiting with team 
Recovery period ; Vi siting with team 
Average heart rate during 20 minutes of recovery period = 120 bpm 
*Score--SDSU score is first , USD score is  second. 
**Heart rate was recorded once during each five minute s  of 
recovery. 
sedentary, especially after thi s game when compared to other games ,  
causing the heart rate t o  remain about the same level instead o f  de-
creasing an appreciable amount . 
Table II shows the data during the second game in which Subject l 
was tested. The lowest heart rate/minute was during pregame warm-up 
with an average of 106 bpm. The subject ' s  highest heart rate for the 
second game was 189 bpm which was reached during the first quarter of 
play. The heart rate during halftime and recovery was less  than 145 
bpm when the subject was inactive . The averages of 178, 146 ,  173 and 
162 bpm were the total averages for the four quarters . 
The score indicates that the game was a closer game than the USD 
contest and the subject was under more stress since SDSU vtas behind in 
the early part of the game . The average recovery heart rate of 108 bpm 
dropped considerably as  compared to the average heart rate of 162 bpm for 
the fourth quarter. Skubic and Hodgkins state in their study on the 
strenuousness of various sports ,  the more energy expended for a sport , 
the longer the recovery took for the heart rate to return to its 
resting level. When the players in their study participated in a sport 
requiring a high mean heart rate and high oxygen uptake , heart rate s were 
still at a high level at the end of a 10-minute recovery period .
1 In 
the present study, after the second game which was more exhausting , the 
subject was more relaxed and sedentary than after the USD game . Also,  
she did not play the last six minutes of the game which contributed to 
lvera Skubic and Jean Hodgkins , "Relative Strenuousne ss of Selected 
Sports as Performed by Women, "  Research Quarterly, 38 1 311 ,  May, 1967 . 
TABLE II 
AVERAGE HEART RA.TE RESPO?JSES FOR SUBJECT 1 DURING MORRIS GAME 
Time Heart Rate 
Elapsed in · per 
Minutes Minute 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
l? 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
148 
138 
138 
136 
152 
157 
141 
115 
128 
129 
139 
149 
157 
148 
125 
119 
106 
111 
124 
125 
120 
119 
Game Situations 
Warm-up ; Shooting lay-ups 
Warm-up ; Shooting lay-ups 
Warm-up ; Shooting lay-ups 
Warm-up ; Shooting lay-ups 
Warm-up ; Shooting F, G ,  
Warm-up ; Shooting F. G ,  
Warm-up ; Shooting F.G ,  
Warm-up ; Shooting F, G,  
Warm-up ; Shooting F, G. 
Warm-up ; Shooting F. G.  
Warm-up ; Shooting F, G. 
Warm-up ; 3-man weave drill 
Warm-up ; J-man weave drill 
Warm-up ; J-man weave drill 
Warm-up ; 3-man weave drill 
Warm-up ; F, T ,  and pa ssing drill 
Warm-up ; F. T .  and pa ssing drill 
Warm-up ; F . T .  and pa ssing drill 
Warm-up ; Shooting F. T .  and F, G ,  
Warm-up ; Shooting F. T , and F, G,  
Warm-up ; Shooting F, T, and F . G . 
End of pregame ; In huddle 
Average heart rate during 22 minutes of pregame = 132 bpm 
23 121 
24 160 
25 184 
26 184 
27 182 
28 177 
29 175 
JO . 189 
31 186 
. 32 187 
33 187 
34 187 
35 180 
36 . 186 
'Y'l 187 
38 182 
Average heart rate 
. J.B . ; Start of game 
Game play; Off. and def.  pos .  
Game play; Off. and def. pos.  
Game play ; Interception 
Interception ; Foul ; T . O . 
T. o. ; In huddle 
At F. T .  lane 
Game play ; Foul 
At F .T .  lane ; Grune play 
Game play ; Not much action 
Game play ; J . B . 
Interception ; T . O, 
1'.  o. ; In huddle 
Game play ; Off. and def. pos.  
Game play ; Foul 
At F. T , lane ; T . O. . 
during lb minute s of 1st quarter - 178 bpm 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56· 
5? 
173 
141 
125 
120 
119 
118 
124 
114 
114 
119 
128 
139 
176 
181 
163 
174 
182 
186 
l?J 
TABLE II (Continued) 
End of first quarter ; Score 7-12* 
Subject 1 taken out of game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
T . O . ; Up in huddle 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
Reporting in to timer 
Back in game at F. T .  lane 
Fouled upon ; Subject 1 shooting F . T .  
Game play; T . o . 
Game play; Foul ; T . O . 
Back in game at F .T .  lane 
Game play; Foul ; at F. T .  lane 
Game play; Interception 
Game play; Off. and def. pos .  
Foul ; At F . T .  lane 
Average heart rate during 19 minutes of 2nd quarter = 146 bpm 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
153 
129 
ll2 
113 
128 
138 
135 
141 
144 
H . T . ; Score 17-15* 
H . T . • Room 123 listening to coach 
H . T .  Room 123 listening t o  c oach 
H . T .  Room 123 li stening to c oach 
H . T .  Shooting F. T .  and F , G ,  
H . T .  Shooting F. T .  and F. G .  
H . T .  Shooting F . T .  and F. G .  
H , T ,  Shooting F. T .  and F , G , 
End of H .  T , ; In huddle 
Average heart rate during 9 minute s of H. T .  = 133 bpm 
67 168 Game play; Off. and def, pos .  
68 186 Game play ; Violation 
69 184 Game play; T . O . 
70 171 Back in game ; Not much action 
71 171 Game play; Foul ; At F . T .  lane 
72 179 Game play; Off, �nd def ,  pos . 
73 179 Subject 1 shooting F . T .  
74 184 Game play; Interception 
75 186 Subject 1 shooting a F . T .  
76 181 Game play; Foul ; At F. T .  lane 
?7 179 Game play ; Off , and def.  pos .  
78 183 Game play; Interception ; Foul 
37 
?9 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
180 
186 
178 
174 
157 
135 
125 
TABLE II (Continued)  
At F . T .  lane ; Game play 
Fast break ; Foul 
At F . T .  lane ; Game play; Foul 
At �. T .  lane ; J .B . ; Game play 
Subject l taken out of game 
T . O . ; Up in huddle 
End of 3rd quarter ; Score 34-23 
Average heart rate during 19 minutes of 3rd quarter = 173 bpm 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
134 
150 
170 
175 
185 
174 
175 
184 
186 
185 
188 
187 
164 
142 
126 
118 
110 
Back in game ; Waiting for J . B .  
Game play ; Interception incomplete 
Game play ; Off, and def. pos . 
Fouled opponent ; At F. T .  lane ; Game play 
Game play ; Violation ; Foul 
T . O . ; Back in at F , T .  lane 
Game play ; J . B .  
Double foul ; In circle for J . B .  
Interception ; Foul 
At F. T .  lane ; Game play 
Fouled upon ; Shooting F . T .  
Game play ; Taken out of game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
End of game ; Score 51-33* 
Average heart rate during 17 minutes of 4th quarter = 162 bpm 
107** 
112** 
ll7** 
122** 
108 
108 
lo4 
112 
Recovery period ; Getting dressed 
· Recovery period ; Getting dressed 
Recovery period ;  Visiting with teammates 
Recovery period ; Visiting with teammates 
*Score--SDSU score is  first , Morris score is second. 
**Heart rate was recorded once during each five minutes of 
recovery . 
38 
39 
the faster drop in the recovery heart rate . Ramsey and others showed in 
their study on recovery following a basketball game that the heart rate 
decreased from 170 bpm to 108 bpm at the end of the first 8 minutes and 
then stayed basically at that level. 2 
Table III represents the average heart rate/minute for 
Subject 2 ' s first game in which she was tested. The lowest heart rate/ 
minute recorded was 100 bpm during recovery with a high heart rate of 
207 bpm which was reached during the first quarter of play. The 
average heart rates for the four quarters were 191, 177, 181., and 181 
bpm. Subject 2 ' s heart rate declined during hal�ime and recovery to 
an average heart rate of 136 bpm and 122 bpm, respectively. 
The score indicates that the game was fairly close during the 
first half but SDSU widened the gap during the second half. Subject 2 ' s  
heart rate dropped appreciably, from an average of 181 bpm for the fourth 
quarter to 122 bpm during recovery. Since SDSU was ahead by at least 
ten points during the second half, the game was less competitive and 
Subject 2 sat out the last six minutes of the game causing her average 
heart rate to be lower during the second half which contributed to a 
faster recovery rate . 
2J . n. Ramsey, M. M. Ayoub , R.  A. Dudek, and H � 0s .  Edgar ,  
"Heart Rate Recovery During a College Basketball Game , Research 
Quarterly, 41 1 535, December, 1970. 
TABLE III 
AVERAGE HEART RATE RESPONSES FOR SUBJECT 2 DURING MANKATO GAME 
Time Heart Rate 
Elapsed in per 
Minutes Minute Game Situations 
1 161 Warm-up ; F. S .  
2 170 Warm-up ; . F. S .  
3 163 Warm-up ; F. S .  
4 108 Warm-up ; F. S .  
5 160 Warm-up ; F. S .  
6 166 Warm-up ; Standing in circle passing 
7 145 Warm-up ; Standing in circle passing 
8 145 Warm-up ; Standing in circle passing 
9 171 Warm-up ; Standing in circle pas sing 
10 150 Warm-up ; Standing in circle passing 
11 134 Warm-up ; Shooting F. T .  
12 150 Warm-up ; Shooting F . T .  
1 3  147 Warm-up ; Shooting F. T .  
14 149 In huddle ; End of pregame 
Average heart rate during 14 minutes of pregame = 155 bpm 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
2? 
28 
29 
30 
31 . 
32 
15.3 
188 
189 
192 
194 
188 
197 
197 
160 
15.3 
189 
203 
205 
205 
200 
207 
192 
186 
Start of game ; J .B .  
Game play ; Fouled upon 
Subject 2 shooting F .T .  
Game play; Shot a F . G . 
Game play; Off. and def.  pos . ; T . O . 
Back in game ; Def.  pos .  
Interception ; Game play 
Scored F. G. ; Game play; T . o . ·  
T . O . ; Clock trouble 
T . O . ; Back in game 
Game play; Off. and def .  pos .  
Fouled on ; Scored F . T . ; Game play 
Game play ; A lot of action 
Game play ; A lot of action ; J . B .  
Foul after J . B. ; Game play 
Fast break ; Game play ; T . O. 
T . O. ; Back in game 
End of 1st Quarter ;  Score 11-7* 
Average heart rate during 18 minutes of 1st quarter = 191 bpm 
40 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
174 
190 
205 
202 
199 
202 
198 
192 
203 
200 
203 
178 
151 · 
149 
136 
138 
131 
136 
TABLE III (Continued) 
Back in game ; Waiting for J . B .  
Game play; Fouled opponent 
Fast run down court ; Fouled upon 
Scored F.T . ;  Game play; Foul 
At F . T .  lane ; Game play 
Fouled upon ; Scored F. T .  . 
Game play; Fouled ; At F. T .  lane 
Game play; Interception ; Scored 
Game play; Scored ; J . B .  
Game play; Off. and def.  pos . ; Scored 
Game play; 3rd. ·-foul ; Out of game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
T .  0,  ; Up in huddle 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
H . T . ; Score 23-16* ;  Walked off c ourt 
Average heart rate during 18 minute s of 2nd quarter = 177 bpm 
51 
52 
53 
.54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
6o 
61 
133 
126 
119 
118 
128 
152 
156 
148 
147 
133 
136 
H . T . ; Room 123 'li stening to coach 
H . T . ; Room 123 li stening to coach 
H . T . ; Room 123 li stening to coach 
H , T , ; Room 123 listening to coach 
H, T ,  ; Walked back to gym 
H . T . ; Practice shooting 
H , T , ; Practice shooting 
H . T . ; Practice shooting 
H , T . ; Practice shooting 
Walked off court to huddle 
End of H .T . ; Back on court 
Average heart rate during 11 minutes of H , T ,  = 136 bpm 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
?O 
184 
195 
194 
178 
182 
199 
193 
200 
177 
J . B . : Game play 
Game play; Scored ; Interception 
Game play ; Off. and def. pos . ; T . O . 
In huddle ; Back on court 
Game play ; Violation 
Fouled upon ; Shot F . T . 
Game play; Foul ; At F. T .  lane 
Fast run down court ; T , O . 
Foul ; At F. T .  lane 
41 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
198 
196 
148 
135 
146 
180 
196 
190 
TABLE III (Continued) 
Fa st run ;  Scored F. G .  
4th Foul ; T�ken out of game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
Checked in with scorer 
Game play; Off . and def. pos .  
Tried t o  steal ball 
End of 3rd quarter ; Score 37-26* 
Average heart rate during 17 minutes of 3rd quarter = 181 bpm 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
as 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
167 
195 
200 
203 
195 
198 
200 
192 
190 
202 
203 
196 
180 
194 
177 
144 
131 
128 
127 
132 
Waiting for J . B .  
Grune Play; A lot of action 
Fouled upon ; Scored F. T .  
Game play; A lot of action 
T . O . ; Game play 
Game play; Off. and def.  pos .  
Game play ; A lot of action 
T .  O .  ; In huddle 
Violation ; Game play 
Scored ; Game play ; Foul 
Fast playing ; Scored F . G .  
Fouled ; T . O . 
At F. T .  lane waiting 
Game play ; In circle for J . B .  
Taken out of game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
End of game ; Score 51-36* 
Average heart rate during 20 minutes of 4th quarter = 181 bpm 
103** 
108** 
113** 
. ll8** 
144 
124 
120 
100 
Recovery period ;  Getting dre ssed 
Recovery period ; Getting dre ssed 
Recovery period ; Talked on telephone 
Recovery period ; Talked on telephone 
Average heart rate during 20 minutes of recovery = 122 bpm 
42 
*Score--SDSU score is  first , Mankato score is  second 
**Heart rate was recorded once during each five minute s of rec overy 
Table 'IV_ shows a low heart rate/minute of 98 bpm during the fourth 
quarter with the high being 202 bpm in the first quarter .  The average 
heart rates for the four quarters were 186 , 121, 182 , and 142 bpm. The 
subject did not play most of the second quarter but her heart rate rose 
to an average of 133 bpm during halftime as  compared to an average of 
121 bpm for the second quarter. Subject 2 did not play the la st fourteen 
minutes of the game and her heart rate dropped to an average of 112 bpm 
during recovery a s  compared to an average -of 142 bpm for the fourth 
quarter, The score indicate s the second game was not as competitive a s  
the Mankato game , * 
Comparing Subject 1 and Subject 2 during the game s in which they 
were te sted, Table s I-IV show Subject l ' s heart rate wa s usually lower 
than Subject 2 ' s for both game s .  Both subjects played about an equal 
amount of time and the game s in which they were te sted were of a similar 
nature .  The score of one game for each subject was not close and the 
other game wa s very competitive . The heart rate differences c ould be 
due to the following reasons & (1 )  Subject 1 played a center position 
while Subject 2 played a forward position which requi�ed more activity 
throughout the game . ( 2 )  The number of stre ss situations and motivational 
factors that occurred for each subject in their respective test game s  
may have caused the variation i n  the high heart rate s as  recorded.  
(3) Due to  a difference in  the nature of  the subject s ,  Subject l ' s heart 
rate would probably not reach the same peak as Subject 2 ' s eve
n if she 
*The table s in Appendix A indicate what happene? ?uring each 15 
seconds of the game in which each subject was tested givin� the r�ader 
a better indication a s  to why the average heart rate was either
 higher or 
lower for certain minute s  of the game . 
TABLE r.v 
AVERAGE HEART RATE RESPONSES FOR SUBJECT 2 DURING NORTHERN GAME 
Time Heart Rate 
Elapsed in per 
Minute s Minute 
1 163 
2 153 
3 120 
4 124 
5 121 
6 112 
7 128 
8 130 
9 147 
10 146 
11 122 
12 137 
13 101 
14 172 
15 164 
16 124 
Game Situations 
Warm-up ; Lay-ups 
Warm-up ; Lay-ups 
Warm-up ; Lay-up s 
Warm-up ; Shooting F . G .  
Warm-up ; Shooting F. G.  
Warm-up ; Shooting F . G. 
Warm-up ; Shooting F. G .  
Warm-up ; Shooting F . G .  
Warm-up ; Shooting F. G .  
Warm-up : Shooting F .T.  
Warm-up ; Shooting F. T .  
Warm-up ; Shooting F. T .  
Warm-up ; 3-man weave drill 
Warm-up ; 3-man weave drill 
Warm-up ; 3-man weave drill 
End of pregame ; In huddle 
Average heart rate during 16 minutes of pregame = 140 bpm 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
I 25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 · 
158 
189 
190 
189 
192 
175 
189 
200 
201 
195 
185 
194 
201 
202 
191 
188 
Game play; Violation 
Game play; Scored 
Game play; Off. and def. pos .  
Interception ;  Fouled upon 
Scored F . T . ; Game play; T . O. 
Back in game ; Game play · 
Scored ; Interception 
A lot of action ; Interception 
Interception ; Fa st dribble 
Foul ; T . O . ; In huddle 
At F . T .  lane ; Fouled upon 
Scored F . T . ; Game play 
Interception ; Scored F. G .  
Game play ; Fouled ; Made F .T . 
Foul ; Waiting at F . T .  lane 
End of 1st quarter ;  Sc ore 21!_�7* 
Average heart rate during 16 minutes of 1st quarter = 186 bpm 
44 
33 
J4 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
157 
130 
129 
126 
123 
118 
115 
116 
117 
112 
112 
110 
109 
113 
104 
to5 
114 
109 
111 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
Taken out of game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench · watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
T . O . ; Up in huddle 
On bench watching game 
On bench watching game 
H . T . ; Score 34-13* 
Average heart rate during 19 minute s of 2nd quarter = 121 bpm 
52 
53 
.54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
114 
109 
113 
115 
145 
148 
155 
143 
150 
141 
H . T .  Visiting with players 
H . T .  Vi siting with players 
H . T .  Shooting F. T .  and F. G.  
H . T .  Dribbling and shooting F . G .  
H . T .  Shooting F. T .  and F. G .  
H . T .  Shooting F. T .  and F. G .  
H . T .  Shooting F . T .  and F. G .  
H . T .  Shooting F. T .  and F. G .  
H . T .  Walking off floor 
End of H . T . ; In huddle 
Average heart rate during 10 minutes of H . T .  = 133 bpm 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
?2 
156 
186 
186 
168 
186 
186 
150 
174 
181 
190 
191 
J . B . ; Game p'.}_ay 
Game play; J . B .  
Game play ; Fouled opponent 
At F . T .  lane ; Game play 
Game play; Off, and def. pos .  
Game play; Fouled ;  T . O . 
Walked to F. T .  lane ; Game play 
Game play; Off. and def, pos.  
A lot of action ; Game play 
Fast playing 
Game play ; Interception 
45 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
194 
196 
190 
. 165 
181 
193 
186 
193 
180 
198 
185 
TABLE IV (Continued)  
Grune play ; Off. and def. pos .  
Fast run ;  Interception 
T. 0. 1 In huddle 
Back in game ; Game play 
Grune play ; Fast run 
J. B . ; Fouls ; J , B .  
At F.T .  lane ; J . B. 
Game play ; Off. and def.  pos. 
Foul ; Game play ; J . B .  
Interception ; Fast break 
End of 3rd quarter ; Score 54-22* 
Average heart rate during 22 minutes of Jrd quarter = 182 bpm 
84 162 
85 175 
86 192 
87 198 
88 196 
89 193 
90 181 
91 144 
92 135 
93 124 
94 119 
95 114 
96 115 
97 112 
98 110 
99 110 
100 106 
101 103 
102 108 
103 98 
Back in game ; J . B .  
Grune play ; Off. and def. pos. 
Fouled on ; Shot F. T .  
Game play ; Fouled' on ; Shot F. T .  
Game play ; Off. and def. pos.  
C ouple of J , B , ' s  
Taken out of game 
T .  o . ; Huddle 
Watched game from bench 
Watched game from bench 
Watched game from bench 
Watched game from bench 
Watched game from bench 
Watched game from bench 
Watched game from bench 
Watched game from bench 
Watched game from bench 
Watched game from bench 
· Watched game from bench 
End of game ; Score 67-31* 
Average heart rate during 20 minutes of 4th quarter = 142 bpm 
108** ' 
ll3** · 
118** 
12)** 
124 
108 
108 
108 
Recovery period ; Getting dressed 
Recovery period ; Getting dressed 
Recovery period ;  Visiting with teammates 
Recovery period ; Visiting with teammates 
Average heart rate during 20 minutes of recovery = 112 bpm 
*Score--SDSU score is first, Northern score is  second. 
**Heart rate was recorded once during each five minutes of 
recovery. 
46 
47 
played the same P?Sition. Subject l ' s peak heart rate was 196 bpm where 
Subject 2 ' s  was 212 bpm. Skubic and Hodgkins refer to the i..l'lfluence of 
individual differences which cannot be controlled. J Ramsey and others 
point out the factor of emotional involvement which varies among 
subjects.4 Hanson states ,  "It is  apparent that difference s  are common 
within the same individual ' s  response to similar situations as well a s  
among subjects . "5 
Basketball is an active game but i� is  not all continuous work . 
Table V shows the number of time-outs and the number of times other 
players shot free throws for the four games in which the two subjects 
were tested. 
USD 
Game 
TABLE V 
TOTAL NUMBER OF TIME-OUTS AND FREE TP�OW'S 
OTHER PLAYERS ATTEMPTED 
Subject 1 
Time Others '  Time 
Outs F. T . s Outs 
4 34 Mankato 6 
Game 
Subject 2 
Others ' 
·F. T .  s 
31 
Morris · 8 4J Northern 6 53 
Game Game 
3skubic and Hodgkins ,  op . cit. , P •  312. 
4rbid. , P • 529. 
... ¢ .  
5n 1 L H "Cardiac Responses to Participation in Little a e • an son , " R h League Baseball Competition as  Determined by Telemetry, esearc 
,9uarterl�, 381 387 , October,  1967. 
48 
Tables I-IV show the heart rate went down when another player was 
shooting a free throw. This was not true when the subject herself was 
shooting a free throw. For example , Table IV shows that Subject 2 ' s  heart 
rate was 180 bpm during the 8lst minute of play while some other play�r 
was shooting a free throw while it was 193 bpm in the previous minute . 
Her heart rate was 198 bpm during the 87th minute of play when she shot a 
free throw while it was 192 bpm in the previous minute. This was no 
doubt due to the subject being physically .. and emotionally involved in the 
stress situation . other researchers have also found thi s to be true ; 
Skubic ,  Ramsey, and others agree that brief intervals of rest a s  sho1•t 
as 40 to 60 seconds in duration do provide substantial opportunity for 
physiological recovery in terms of significant decreases in heart rate 
response. An experienced player learns to pace herself and adjust to 
the demands of the game so she can play strenuously at times and slow 
down during other aspects of the game . 6 • 7 
Table VI indicates the data used to determine energy expenditure : 
two heart rate levels for each subject , the time during the game in 
• 
which they were at this level , the average Vo2 L/minu�e , average R. Q . ,  
Calories/102 and Calories for the total playing time of the �
�our quarterso 
Subject l ' s energy expenditure at a heart rate of 157 bpm was 642 Calorie s  
for 65
.
minutes of playing time during the USD game and 775 Calories for 
?1 minutes of playing time at an average heart rate of 165 bpm for the 
Morris game. Subject 2 ' s  energy expenditure at a heart rate of 158 bpm 
6skubic and Hodgkins, loo. cit. 
?Ramsey, et. al. , loc . cit. 
Subj ect 
Subject 1 
Subject 2 
TABLE VI 
ENERGY EXPENDITURE AT HEART RATE LEVELS EQUIVALENT TO GAME HEART RATES 
AS OBTAINED DURING WORK ON A TREADMILL 
Ave . H .  R .  / 
4 Quarters 
of B . B .  Game 
157 USD Game 
165 Morris Game 
158 Northern Game 
18'.3 Mankato Game 
� 
Min . of Time at 
Ave , H . R .  
65 
71 
78 
71 
• 
Ave . Vo2 
L/min .  
2 . 03 
2 . 17 
l . '.32 
2 . 21 
Ave , 
R . Q, Cal/102 
, 85 4 . 86 
. 99 5, 03 
, 87 4, 88 
, 87 4. 87 
Energy 
Expended 
( Calories ) 
642 
775 
502 
764 
$ 
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.was 502 Calorie s for 78 minutes of playing time during the Northern 
game and 764 Calories for 71 minutes of playing time at an average heart 
rate or 183 bpm for the Mankato game . 
Each subject ' s  second game was the more ·competitive game of the 
two in which they were tested as indicated by a higher average heart 
rate and a _ higher energy expenditure . 
Each subject was also tested to determine their maximai oxygen 
consumption. Subject l ' s maximal oxygen consumption was computed to be 
42.46 ml/kg/min and Subject 2 '  s was 51. 24 ml/kg/min. Both subjects were 
in good physical condition according to Cooper ' s  chart. However ,  
Subject 2 approached the excellent level o f  fitness. Cooper ' s chart ,  
Table VII , indicates the category of physical fitness or the two 
subjects according to their oxygen consumption. 8 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
TABLE VII 
COOPER' S  CHART FOR DETERMINING LEVEL OF PHYSICAL FITNESS 
Fitness . Category Oxygen Consumption 
Very Poor 28. 0 ml ' s  or l�ss  
Poor 28. 1 to 34 ml I S 
-l'i' 
Fair 34. 1  to 42 ml ' s  
Good 42. 1  to 52 ml ' s  
Excellent 52. 1  ml ' s or more 
R_ 
H c A b · cs  (New York a M. Evans and Co . , Inc . ,  l\enneth • ooper, ero 1 
1968) ' p . 54. 
• 
The subject ' s maximal Vo2 L/min was J. 22 L/min and J .45 L/min 
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respectively for Subject 1 and Subject 2 .  Comparing these results with 
• 
the average Vo2 at the submaximal work load as  indicated in Table VI ,  the 
data shows that neither subject was working at her maximal oxygen uptake 
· level. Subject 1 worked at 67% and 6'Jf, of her maximum, respectively, for 
the Morris and University of South Dakota games .  Subject 2 worked at 
64� and 60% of her maximum during the Mankato and Northern games ,  
respectively. 
• • 
Sinning states that Darwi.ck found an average maximal Vo2 of 
2 . 19 L/min for a group of 28 college women. 9 This was less  than the 
• 
overall average of J. 34 L/mi.n for the two subject' s maximal Vo2 test in 
the present study. Other researchers report the following s (1 )  Metheny 
reported a mean of 41. 6  ml/kg/min in well conditioned women . 10 ( 2 )  · Sin­
ning reported Astrand and Rhyming as finding a value of 2 . 9 L/min or 
48. 4 ml/kg/min from their te sts on well-trained Swedish women. 11 
( 3) Sinning also reported Astrand as finding 2 .23 L/min or , when 
corrected for body weight, 51 . 9  ml/kg/min for girl swimmers . 1
2 
9wayne E .  Sinning and Marlene J. Adrian , "Cardiorespiratory Changes 
in College Women due to a Season of Competitive Basketball , u _ · Journal J2f. 
Applied Physiology, 25 a 722 , December ,  1968. 
l�leanor Metheny L. Brouha , R. E. Johnson, and W. H. Forbes ,  
"Some Physiologic Respon�es of Women and Men to Moderate and Strenuous 
Exercise a A Comparative Study, " � American Journal of Physiology, 
137 1 320 , September , 1942 .  
11Sinning , loc . cit. 
12Ibid. 
(4) Conger and Macnab found a value of 2 . 7  L/min for intercollegiate 
women basketball · players on the college leve1. 13 
• • Average maximum Vo2 as  found in this study was higher than Vo2 
values reported in other studies with the exception of Astrand' s study 
which described data relating to well-trained women athletes .  Values 
for both subjects in this study exceded the values for other basketball 
players as studied by Conger and Macnab . 
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Wells ,  et. al . , classified basketball as  moderate to heavy in 
terms of strenuousness , depending on the position played. 14 Wells and 
other physiologi sts indicate pulse rates from 180-200 are maximal or 
exhausting and can only be maintained for short periods of time . 15 It is  
interesting to note that Subject l ' s  peak heart rate was 196 and Subject 
2 ' s  was 212 bpm. Subject l ' s heart rate was 180 or above during 23 
minutes and 17 minutes of the games in which she was tested. Subject 2 
remained at a heart rate of 180 or above for 37 minutes  and 50 minutes 
for the two games in which she was tested. She also remained at a heart 
rate of over 200 for five minutes in succession and for one complete 
game Subject 2 ' s  average heart rate was 183 bpm during ·the four quarters 
ot playing time . Average maximum heart rates obtained from ?ther studies 
13i>atricia R. Conger and Ross B . J .  Macnab . "Strength , Body Compo­
sition, and Work Capacity of Participants and Nonparticipants in Women ' s  
Intercollegiate Sports , "  Research Quarterly, 38 1 186,  May, 1967 . 
14J .  G . Wells,  B . Balke , and D.  D. Van Fossen, "Lactic Acid Accumulation during Work , ., Journal of Applied PhysiologY, 10 1 51-55 , 195? . 
15:rb1d. 
on women during activity were a (1) 184 bpm, Michael and Horvath, 16 
(2 )  187 bpm, as cited by Astrand, l? ( 3) 189 bpm, as cited by Darwick. 18 
Due to the rest intervals interspersed throughout a game of 
5J 
basketball, perhaps a player is  able to play at a fairly high heart rate 
since the rest intervals enable a body to recover physiologically.  
Another possibility may be  that women in  general are physiologically 
capable of meeting far greater energy requirements than i s  generally 
believed. 19 
l�rnest n. Michael , Jr and Steven M. Horvath , "Physical Work 
Capacity of College Uomen, "  J��rnal ££ Applied Physiolog.y, 20 : 264, 
March,  1965. 
175. · · t  723 inning, op. ci . , P • • 
18rbid. 
l9Ibid. , P • 305. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to determine the energy expenditure 
ot women competitors during a game of women' s  intercollegiate basketball. 
An additional purpose was to describe the heart rate responses of ,two 
competitors during various aspects of the basketball game . How high 
does a heart rate get during a game of basketball and how long does it 
remain at this level? 
T�e subjects were two South Dakota State University women inter­
collegiate basketball players. Each subject was tested during two home 
game s. Telemetry was used to record the subject ' s  heart rate during 
the games .  Tables were compiled to show the subject' s  heart rate during 
each fifteen seconds throughout the games in various conrpetitive situa­
tions.  The subjects were also tested three times in the laboratory for 
oxygen consumption & once for maximal and twice for submaximal oxygen 
consumption. From the laboratory data , energy expendi�ure was calculated 
for the two game s in which the subjects were tested. 
The results indicate that during competition , Subject 1 reached a 
peak heart rate of 196 beats/minute (bpm) and Subject 2 a peak heart rate 
ot 212 bpm. The heart rate of the subjects rose according to the game 
situations and dropped during rest intervals and recovery after the game . 
-
The average heart rate for the four quarters of the games were 157 bpm 
and 165 bpm for Subject 1 and 158 bpm and 183 bpm for Subject 2.  The 
energy expenditure for each subject for the games in which they were 
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tested were 642 C�lories and 775 Calories for Subject 1 and 502 Calorie s 
and 7£:A- Calories  for Subject 2 .  Subject l' s maximal oxygen consumption 
was 42.46 rril/kg/min and �ubject 2 ' s  was 51. 24 rril/kg/min. According to 
Cooper' s  chart, both subjects were in good physical c ondition .1 
Conclusions 
Within the limitations of this study, the following c onclusions 
were made a 
1. During the games in which they were tested, the subjects ' 
heart rates rose according to the stress of the game situations . 
2 .  During the games ,  the heart rate dropped during rest intervals 
and less  competitive playing situations . 
3. The subjects '  maxim.al oxygen consumption indicated both 
subjects were in good physical condition. 
4. Basketball is a strenuous activity although it i s  not 
continuous.  Rest intervals during time-outs and free throws allow the 
body time to recover physiologically. 
5. Women competitors can participate in strenuous activity at 
high heart rate levels for considerable lengths of time . 
6 .  Energy expended during a game is dependent upon the amount 
of stress and on the length of participation. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
Based on the findings of this inve stigation, the writer proposes  
the following recommendations for further study. 
l 
· 
b . (N y rk a M. Evans and Co . , Inc . Kenneth H . Cooper , Aero ic s ew o 
1968) , P• 54. 
1. Compar� the heart rate responses of women' s  participation 
in basketball other than on the intercollegiate level .  
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2. Compare the heart rate responses of women in intercollegiate 
basketball to men in intercollegiate basketball. 
J. Investigate the caloric cost of a basketball game on 
subjects of different body types .  
4. A similar study be repeated involving all members of the 
intercollegiate ba sketball team as subjects.  
5. A similar study be repeated for all home games and with 
oxygen consumption being determined on the day following each game . 
6. Calculate oxygen consumption using several different heart 
rates which occur during a contest on each subject. 
? . Analyze in more depth the recovery heart rate during rest 
intervals. 
8. Compare a subject ' s  heart rate competing in other intercol-
legiate activities with the results of this study. 
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APPENDIXES 
Terms 
Free Throw 
Field Goal 
Time Out 
Jump Ball 
Free Shooting 
Out of Bounds 
Defensive Position 
Offensive Position 
Man to Man 
Half Time 
LEGEND FOR APPENDIX A 
Ref erred to in Appendix A as  
Ref erred to in Appendix A as  
Ref erred to  in  Appendix A as 
Referred to in Appendix A as 
Referred to in Appendix A as 
Ref erred to in Appendix A as  
Ref erred to  in  Appendix A as  
Referred to  in  Appendix A as 
Referred to in Appendix A as 
Referred to in Appendix A as  
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Legend . 
F .  T .  
F .  G. 
T .  o .  
J .  B . 
F. s .  
0 o:f B 
De:f. Pos . 
of:r. Pos . 
M to M 
H. t .  
Total 
Time 
1 min. 
2 min. 
3 min. 
4 min. 
5 min. 
6 min. 
? min. 
APPENDIX A 
TABLE VIII 
HEART RATE RESPONSES FOR SUBJECT 1 DURING USD GAJ.1E 
Heart Rate 
per/min� 
15 sec .=124 
.30 sec . =124 
45 sec . =128 
60 sec . =128 
Average=126 
15 sec .=132 
.30 sec .=132 
45 sec .=128 
60 sec . =128 
Average=lJO 
15 sec . =116 
JO sec . =120 
45 sec .=120 
60 sec . =120 
Average=ll9 
1.5 sec .=124 
.30 sec . =124 
4.5 sec .=124 
60 sec . =120 
Average=l23 
1.5 _sec .=124 
JO sec .=116 
45 sec .=112 
60 sec . =132 
Average=121 
15 sec .=132 
30 sec . =136 
4.5 sec , =140 
60 sec . =140 
Average=l37 
15 sec .=132 
JO sec . =140 
45 sec . =144 
60 sec . =140 
Average=139 
Description of Game Situation 
and Subject ' s  Activity 
Warm up ; Lay-ups from both sides 
Warm up ; Lay-ups from both side s 
Warm up ; Lay-ups from both side s 
Warm up ; Lay-ups from both sides 
Warm up ; Lay-ups from both sides 
Warm up ; Lay-ups from both sides 
Warm up ; Lay-ups from both sides 
Warm up ; Lay-ups from both sides 
Warm up ; Lay-ups from both sides 
Warm up ; Lay-ups from both sides 
Warm up ; Lay-ups from both sides 
Warm up ; Lay-ups from both sides 
Warm up ; Lay-ups from center cf court 
Warm up ; Lay-ups from center of court 
Warm up ; Lay-ups from center of court 
Warm up ; Lay-ups from center of court 
Warm up ; 3 at a time shpt F , G ,  
Warm up ; 3 a t  a time shot F , G .  
Warm up ; 3 at a time shot F . G .  
Warm up ; 3 at a time shot F. �. 
Warm ui H Shot F. G. 
Warm up ; Shot F. G. 
Warm up ; Shot F.G.  
Warm up ; Shot F.G.  
Warm up ; Shot F. G. 
Warm up ; Shot F. G. 
Warm up ; Shot F. G. 
Warm up ; Shot F. G. , 
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8 min. 
9 min. 
10 min. 
ll min. 
12 min. 
13 min. 
14 min. 
15 min. 
15 sec. =132 
30 sec . =108 
45 sec .=100 
60 sec .=  96 
Average=l09 
15 sec .=100 
30 sec . =  88 
45 sec .= 92 
60 sec .=  22 
Average= 93 
15 sec .=  96 
30 sec .= 88 
45 sec . =  92 
60 sec .=  26 
Average= 93 
15 sec .= 92 
30 sec .= 88 
45 sec .=100 
60 sec . =100 
Average= 95 
15 sec .=108 
30 sec .=104 
45 sec .=112 
60 sec , =100 
Average=l06 
15 sec . =  88 
30 sec .=100 · 
45 sec . =120 
60 sec , =128 
Average=l09 
15 sec . =132 
30 sec . =132 
45 sec . =140 
60 sec .=144 
Average=l37 
15 sec . =136 
30 sec .=136 
45 sec .=140 
60 sec. =140 
Average=l38 
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TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Warm up ; Shot F. G.  
Warm up ; Shot F. G. 
Warm up ; Shot F. G. 
Warm up ; Shot F. G.  
Warm up ; Shot F. G.  
Warm up ; Shot F. G.  
Warm up ; Shot F. G. 
Warm up ; Shot F. G. 
Warm up ; Shot F.G .  
Warm up ; Shot F.G .  
Warm up ; Shot F . G .  
Warm up ; Shot F.G .  
Warm up ; Shot F. G. 
Warm up ; Shot F, G.  
Warm up ; Shot F. G. 
Warm up ; Shot F. G.  
Warm up ; Shot F. G.  
Warm up ; Shot F. G .  
Warm up ; Shot F. G.  
Warm up ; Shot F, G, 
� .. - . · ··� -
Warm up ; 3-man weave �ill 
Warm up ; 3-rnan weave drill 
Warm up ; 3-rnan weave drill 
Warm up ; J-man weave drill . . 
.. .. 
Warm up ; )-man weave drill 
Warm up ; 3-man weave drill 
Warm up ;  )-man weave drill 
Warm up ; )-man weave drill 
Warm up ; J-man weave drill 
Warm up ; J-man weave drill 
Warm up ;  3-man weave drill 
Warm up ; J-man weave drill 
16 min. 
17 min . 
18 min . 
19 min. 
20 min. 
21 min. 
22 min. 
23 min. 
15 sec .=136 
JO sec . =132 
45 sec.=120 
60 sec .=112 
Average=l25 
15 sec .=116 
30 sec .=112 
45 sec .=100 
60 sec . =lo4 
A�erage=108 
15 sec.=100 
30 sec.=104 
45 sec .=108 
60 sec .=112 
Average=l06 
15 sec .=116 
30 sec .=108 
45 sec .=112 
60 sec .=108 
Average=lll 
15 sec . =108 
30 sec .= 92 
45 sec .=116 
60 sec .=108 
Average=l06 
15 sec. =112 
30 sec .=124 
45 sec . =124 
60 sec .=152 
Average=128 
15 sec .=148 
30 sec.=1.56 
4.5 sec . =156 
60 sec .=164 
Average=l.56 
15 sec .=152 
JO sec .=156 
45 sec .=168 
60 sec .=168 
Average=l61 
TABLE VII  (Continued) 
Warm up ; Shot F. T .  
Warm up ; Shot F. T. 
Warm up ; Shot F. T. 
Warm up ; Shot F. T. 
Warm up ; Shot F. T.  
Warm up ; Shot F. T.  
Warm up ; Shot F. T .  
Warm up ; S�ot F. T. 
Warm up ; Shot F. T.  
Warm up ; Shot F. T. 
Warm up ; Shot F. T. 
Warm up ; Shot F. T. 
Warm up ; Shot F. T. 
Warm up ; Shot F. T. 
Warm up ; Shot F. T. 
Warm up ; Shot F. T.  
Walked off floor to huddle 
Walked off floor to huddle 
In huddle 
In huddle 
Start of game ; Walked on floor 
Waited for J . B .  around circle 
J .B . ; USD' s ball ; M to M def.  pos .  
Center post pos. ; Shot and mi s sed 
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USD' s ball ; Def. pos. 
Rebounded and passed ball 
Ran to off. pos ; Passed ball and jumped 
Missed rebound; Ran to def. pos. 
M to M def. ; Missed rebound 
Moved acorss lane ; USD scored 
Ran to off. pos.  
Passed ball which was intercepted 
24 min. 
25 mino 
26 min. 
27 min. 
28 min. 
29 min. 
30 min. · 
31 min. 
15 sec .=1?2 
JO sec .=180 
45 sec . =180 
60 sec .=1?6 
Average=l77 
15 sec .=1?6 
JO sec . =176 
45 sec .=1?2 
60 sec . =176 
Average=l75 
15 sec .=180 
JO sec ,=152 
45 sec ,=188 
60 sec ,=180 
Average=l75 
15 sec . =176 
JO sec . =192 
45 sec .=188 
60 sec ,=180 
Average=l84 
15 sec .=184 
JO sec , =188 
45 sec ,=184 
60 sec .=180 
Average=l84 
15 sec , =184 
JO sec . =180 . 
45 sec � =1?2 
60 sec . =168 
Average=l76 
15 sec•=164 
JO sec .=160 
45 sec .=144 
60 sec .=168 
Average=l59 
15 sec .=164 
JO sec .=180 
45 sec .=180 
60 sec .=184 
Average=l77 
TABLE VII  (Continued) 
Followed the ball ; State scored F .G ,  
Def.  pos. ; USD fouled 
Walked to F. T. lane ; Waited for rebound 
Ran to def. po·s . ; State fouled 
At F. T. lane on side ; USD shot F. T. 
Off. pos. ; Set screen ; Ball intercepted 
Ran to def. pos . ; USD scored F. G.  
Set up screen ; Shot and missed 
Off, pos. ; Set screen ; Missed rebound 
Ran to def, pos . ; State stole ball 
Ran on a fast break ; Missed basket 
J . B. ; Subject 1 shot and missed F. G.  
Missed rebound; Ran to def.  pos. 
J . B. ; State ' s  ball ; Ran a fast break 
Jumped for rebound and was fouled upon 
Shot F. T. and missed shot 
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J . B. ; Off. pos . ; Stat� scored . F , G .  
Def. pos. ; Rebounded and passed ball 
Off. pos . ; State scored; M to M def. pos .  
T .  o. ; In huddle 
T.o. ; In huddle 
T. o.  ; In huddle 
T. O. ; In huddle 
T. O. ; In huddle 
Walked back on court 
Shot F,G,  and jumped for rebound 
Guarding ; M to M def. pos .  
Rebounded and passed ball ; Off. pos . 
State ' s  ball ; Off. po�. on top of key 
Ran to pick up ball ; USD' s ball 
State fouled ; Waited at F. T .  lane 
Off, pos . ; Set up screen ; State scored 
15 sec . =180 
JO sec .=176 
J2 min. 45 sec .=172 
60 sec . =180 
Average=l77 
15 sec . =180 
JO sec . =184 
J3 min . 45 sec . =176 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l81 
15 sec . =188 
30 sec . =188 
34 min. 45 sec . =188 
60 sec . =180 
Average=l86 
15 sec .=188 
JO sec . =172 
35 min. 45 sec .=180 
60 sec . =172 
Aver�ge=l78 
. .  
15 sec .=164 
JO sec .=160 
36 min. 45 sec . =156 
60 sec . =148 
Average=l57 
15 sec . =152 
37 min. 
JO sec . =160 
45 sec . =180 · 
60 sec . =168 
Average=165 
15 sec . =164 
38 min. 
JO sec . =148 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec . =1�6 
Average=l 8 
15 sec . =172 
JO sec . =188 
39 min. 45 sec . =192 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l84 
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TABLE VIII (Continued) 
USD fouled ; At F. T.  lane ; State scored 
Def. pos . ; State blocked shot ; Stole ball 
Ran down court ; Off. pos . ; Guarding 
Ball knocked O· of B ;  J ,B .  
Threw ball down court 
State mi ssed lay-up ; Def. pos .  
Guarded and knocked ball from her 
Ran to off. pos . ; State scored ; Def.  pos. 
Caught ball ; Missed F. G . ; Fouled upon 
Waited at F. T .  lane to shoot 
Missed both F .·T .  
Def. pos . ; Broke to steal ball 
Subject l ' s opponent shot ; J � a .  
State ' s  ball ; Trotted to  off. pos .  
Buzzer blew ; End of 1st quarter 
In huddle ; T . O. for quarter 
In huddle during quarter break 
Walked out on floor 
· 
Waited for J . B .  around circle 
2nd quarter ; J . B .  
Subject 1 got tip and passed ball 
Center post pos . ; Threw ball ; Scored 
Trotted to def. pos . ; USD shot F , G .  
Subject 1 rebounded ; Was fo�ed upon 
Missed 1st F. T.  and made second one 
Def. pos. ; State rebounded ;  Off. pos .  
Went in for rebound ; USD fouled 
Rebounded F. T . ; Traveled 
Def. pos. ; Tried for �abound ; State ' s  ball 
Off. pos. ; Caught and passed ball 
Interception ;  State stole ball back 
USD fouled; Missed rebound on F . T . ; 
Def, pos, ; USD scored F , G ,  
40 min. 
41 min . 
42 min. 
4J min. 
44 min. 
45 min. 
46 min. 
47 min. 
15 sec . =188 
30 sec . =192 
45 sec . =188 
60 sec . =188 
Average=l89 
15 sec . =184 
30 sec . =188 
45 sec . =180 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l84 
15 sec . =172 
JO sec . =168 
45 sec .=160 
60 sec . =1�2 
Average=l J 
15 sec . =180 
30 sec . =180 
45 sec . =180 
60 sec . =180 
Average=l80 
15 sec .=180 
JO sec . =184 
45 sec .=180 
60 sec . =168 
Average=l78 
15 . sec . =180 
30 sec . =192 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec . =172 
Average=l82 
15 sec . =188 
JO sec . =192 
45 sec .=188 
60 sec . =192 
Average=l90 
15 sec. =192 
30 sec. =188 
45 sec . =188 
60 sec. =188 
Average=l89 
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TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Off. pos . ; Set screen ; Ball intercepted 
Def. pos. ; State stole ball ; 0 of B ball 
Played M to M def. ; Moved slowly 
Moved with opponent ; Ball O �f B 
State ' s  ball ; Passed ball ; Intercepted 
Def. pos . ; Overthrew ball ; Off. pos . 
T. o. ;  In huddle 
T . O. ; In huddle 
T . o. ; In huddle 
T .  o. ; In huddle 
Off. pos . ;  Set up screen ; Rebounded 
Shot and missed F. G. ; Missed rebound 
Def. pos. ; State stole ball ; Off. pos .  
USD fouled ; At F. T .  lane ; State scored 
Def. pos . ; USD traveled ;  State ' s  bali 
Ran back to off. pos . 
Caught and passed ball ; State missed F. G. 
State fouled ; Waited to rebound F. T .  
Off. pos . ; Set screen ; Scored a F . G .  
Trotted to def. pos.  
Tried to steal ball fro� opponent 
Moved with opponent ; J . B. 
State ' s  ball ; Traveled 
Def. pos . ; State stole ball ... ;-
Off. pos . ; Missed ball ; Def.  pos .  
State stole ball ; Scored on fast break 
Def. pos. ; Moved with opponent 
Opponent scored ; Caught pass ; Sc ored F. G . 
Def. pos . ; Guarded ; Fouled opponent 
At F. T.  lane ; Waited to . rebound 
Off. pos . ; Broke across  lane to set screen 
State scored a F. G .  
48 min. 
49 min. 
SO min. 
51 min. 
52 min. 
53 min. 
.54 min. 
55 min. 
15 sec . =180 
JO sec .=196 
45 sec .=184 
60 sec .=184 
Average=l86 
15 sec .=186 
JO sec .=188 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec .=184 
Average=186 
15 sec . =168 
JO sec .=168 
45 sec .=156 
60 sec .=144 
Average=l59 
15 sec . =140 
30 sec .=124 
45 sec .=136 
60 sec.=l 6 
Average=l 
15 sec .=132 
JO sec . =128 
45 sec .=120 
60 sec .=116 
Average=124 
15 sec .=136 
30 sec . =128 
45 sec . =124 
60 sec .=128 
Average=l29 
15 sec .=124 
JO sec . =124 
45 sec .=116 
60 sec . =116 
Average=120 
15 sec. =116 
JO sec .=112 
45 sec . =112 
60 sec .=120 
Average=ll5 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Def. pos. ; Guarding ; State stole ball 
Fast trot ; Ball passed ; Subject 1 fell 
J .B . ; Waited for tip 
USD fouled ; Waited for rebound; Chased 
ball ; Def. pos . 
USD scored ; State fouled ;  At F . T .  lane 
Off. pos. ; Broke across  lane 
Substitution; Taken out of game 
Walked to sideline 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
H .  T. ; Walked off floor .to Room 12 3 
H .  T. ; Room 123 
H .  T. ; Room 123 
H .  T. ; Room 123 
H .  T. ; Room 123 
H. T. ; Room 123 
H. T. ; Room 123 
H .  T. ; Room 123 
H .  T. ; Room 123 
H. T. ; Room 123 
H .  T. ; Room 12 3 
H .  T. ; Room 123 
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56 min. 
5? min. 
58 min. 
59 min. 
60 min. 
61 min. 
62 min. 
63 min. 
15 sec . =108 
30 sec . =116 
45 sec . =112 
60 sec . =116 
Average=113 
15 sec .=ll6 
30 sec . =108 
45 sec �=ll2 
60 sec , =104 
Average=llO 
15 sec . =124 
30 sec . =128 
45 sec .=132 
60 sec ,=1:26 
Average=l30 
15 sec . =136 
30 sec . =136 
45 sec . =132 
60 sec o=l;22 
Average=l.34 
15 sec .=132 
30 sec . =136 
45 sec . =140 
60 sec . =140 
Average=l37 
15 sec . =128 
30 sec . =144 
45 sec . =140 
60 sec . =136 
Average=l37 
15 sec . =136 
30 sec . =144 
45 sec . =136 
60 sec . =122 
Average=l37 
15 sec . =140 
JO sec . =136 
45 sec . =136 
60 sec , =136 
Average=l37 
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TABLE VIII (Continued) 
H . T . ; Room 123 
H . T. ; Room 123 
H .  T . ; Room 123 
H .  T . ; Room 12J 
H . T . ; Room 123 
H , T. ; Room 123 
H . T. ; Room 123 
H ,  T, ; Room 123 
H . T , ; Walked back on floor 
H . T . ; Walked back on floor 
H .  T ,  ; Walked back on floor 
H , T . ; Walked back on floor 
H .  T , ; Shot F .G. and F. T .  
H . T . ; Shot F.G .  and F. T .  
H . T . ; Shot F.G .  and F. T .  
H . T. ; Shot F.G .  and F. T .  
H .  T. ; Shot F, G,  and F. T .  
H . T . ; Shot F, G, and F. T .  
H . T . ; Shot F, G ,  and F. T .  
H . T . ; Shot F ,G .  and F. T.  
H . T . ; Shot F ,G, and F. T .  
H .  T . ; Shot F.G ,  and F .T .  
H . T . ; Shot F. G. and F. T .  
H . T . ; Shot F . G .  and F. T.  -tJ;: 
H . T . ; Walked off floor to huddle 
H . T . ; Walked off floor to huddle 
H . T . ; In huddle 
H . T . ; In huddle 
H . T . ; "Beat the U" yell 
Walked out to circle for J . B . 
Waited around circle for _ J . B .  
Start of second half · 
� min. 
65 min.  
66 min. 
67 min. 
68 min. 
69 min. 
70 min. 
71 min. 
15 sec . =1J2 
JO sec . =140 
45 sec . =168 
60 sec . =164 
Average=l51 
15 sec . =180 
JO sec . =168 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l79 
15 sec . =168 
JO sec . =1 64  
45 sec . =188 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l7� 
15 sec . =188 
JO sec . =188 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec . =180 
Average=l8.5 
15 sec . =192 
JO sec . =188 
45 sec . =180 
60 sec . =180 
Average=l85 
15 sec . =172 
30 sec . =164-
4.5 sec. =168 
60 sec . =1Z6 
Average=l70 
15 sec . =172 
JO sec . =176 
45 sec . =160 
60 sec . =188 
Average=l74 
15 sec . =188 
30 sec . =192 
4.5 sec . =188 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l88 
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TABLE VII  (Continued) 
Raced to get J . B . ; 0 of B 
Def. pos . ; Tried to steal ball 
State fouled ; USD scored F. T . ; Off. pos .  
Subject 1 broke across  lane for ball 
Rebounded and scored a F. G. 
Def. pos . ; USD scored ; Off. pos .  
Broke across lane for rebound 
State scored; Def. pos. ; Guarded opponent 
Rebounded ; Passed ball ; Off. pos .  
Jumped for rebound ; J . B. 
In circle for J . B . ; State got tip 
State scored a F. G. 1 Def.  pos .  
Ball was shot and went 0 o f  B ;  J . B .  
USD ' s ball ; Def. pos. ; Ball 0 o f  B 
Def. pos . ; USD scored ; Off. pos.  
Caught pass and scored F. G. 
Def. pos. ; Tried to steal ball and fouled 
T. O. for State ; In huddle 
T. O. ; In huddle 
Back in game · 
At F. T. lane to rebound ; USD scored F. T.  
Off. pos. ; Set screen ; Tried for rebound 
USD fouled ; At F. T. lane to rebound 
Jumped and tried for rebound _ t
wice 
1 . · 
State ' s  ball 0 of B ;  Moved to get ball 
Subject 1 caught ball and lost it 
Def. pos . ; Violation ; Off. pos .  
Caught ball ; Jumped and scored a F. G.  
Def. pos . ; USD scored ; Off. pos .  
Broke across lane ; J . B . ; State fouled 
At F. T. lane ; State rebounded 
Off. pos. ; Broke across lane for ball 
72 min. 
7J min. 
74 min . 
75 min. 
76 min. 
77 min. 
78 min. 
79 min. 
1.5 sec . =188 
JO sec . =194 
45 sec . =192 
60 sec . =188 
Average=188 
15 sec . =184 
JO sec . =164 
45 sec . =188 
60 sec . =176 
Average=l7B 
15 sec. =188 
JO sec . =1?2 
45 sec . =180 
60 sec .=180 
Average=l80 
1.5 sec .=164 
JO sec . =156 
45 sec . =158 
60 sec. =136 
Average=l51 
15 sec . =132 
JO sec .=124 
4.5 sec .=124 
60 sec . =124 
Average=126 
15 sec. =120 
30 sec , =120 
4.5 sec . =120 
60 sec . =112 
Average=ll8 
15 sec .=108 
JO sec . =120 
45 sec . =116 
60 sec . =108 
Average=l13 
1.5 sec . =ll2 
JO sec . =112 
45 sec . =124 
60 sec . =112 
Average=ll.5 
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TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Tried to get the ball 
Jumped ; Pa ssed ball ; Stole ball ;  Scored 
JO-sec . violation ; Ba sket no good 
Der. pos. ; State stole ball ; USD fouled 
At F. T. lane ; Rebounded and was fouled 
At F. T.  lane ; Shot F. T.  and missed 
Def. pos. ; State stole ball ; Off. pos.  
Caught ball and passed it ; State scored 
Def. pos. ; Jumped to block shot & fouled 
Taken out of game 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the b�nch 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench .,,:: 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
End of third quarter ; - In huddle 
In huddle 
In huddle 
In huddle 
80 min. 
81 min. 
82 min. 
83 min. 
84 min. 
85 min. 
· 86 min. · 
Pf? min. 
15 sec . =ll6 
JO sec. =124 
45 sec . =ll2 
60 sec . =lo4 
Average=ll4 
15 sec .=116 
JO sec . =li2 
45 sec . =104 
60 sec . =120 
Average=llJ 
15 sec . =108 
JO sec . =112 
45 sec . =112 
60 sec .=112 
Average=lll 
15 sec . =108 
JO sec . =112 
45 sec . =108 
60 sec .=104 
Average=l08 
15 sec . =124 
JO sec . =128 
45 sec . =132 
60 sec . =140 
Average=lJl 
15 sec. =128 
30 sec. =156 
45 sec. =168 
60 sec . =168 
Average=l55 
15 sec . =180 
JO sec . =168 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec . =176 
Average=l77 
15 sec . =164 
30 sec . =180 
45 sec. =176 
60 sec . =172 
Average=173 
TABLE VII  (Continued) 
In huddle 
In huddle 
In huddle 
In huddle 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Ready to go back in game 
Back in game 
Waited for J. B. 
Jumped for rebound ; Had ball & lost it 
Off. pos. ; Broke across· lane for ball 
USD' s ball; Def. pos. 
Followed closely ; State rebounded 
":::: 
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Off. pos. ; State scored ; Tried for relnm.d 
Def. pos. ; USD shot ; J . B .  
Waited for J . B � tip 
State ' s  ball ; Broke across  lane a Scored a 
F. G.  
Subject 1 was fouled �pon ; At F. T .  lane 
Shot and missed F. T.  
Tried for rebound 
J. B . ; Waited for tip 
88 min. 
89 min. 
90 min. 
91 min. 
92 min. 
93 min. 
� min. 
95 min. 
15 sec . =172 
JO sec . =156 
45 sec . =152 
60 sec . =144 
Average=l56 
15 sec . =128 
.30 sec .=120 
45 sec . =116 
60 sec . =108 
Average=llB 
1.5 sec .=112 
30 sec . =120 
45 sec . =108 
60 sec . =116 
Average=ll� 
15 sec. =116 
30 sec . =116 
45 sec . =104 
60 sec . =108 
Average=lll 
15 5!3C •=lo4 
30 sec . =108 
45 sec . =lo4 
60 sec . =100 
Average=l04 
15 sec .=108 
30 sec . =lo4 
45 sec . =100 · 
60 sec . =lo4 
Average=l04 
15 sec. =100 
30 sec .=112 
45 sec . =100 
60 sec . =  96 
Average=l02 
15 sec . =116 
30 sec. =120 
45 sec . =116 
60 sec . =lo4 
Average=ll4 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Traveling violation; Def.  pos.  
Substitution ; Taken out of  game 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Ate ice and dried face  
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Put on jacket 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Shouted while on bench 
T. O. for State 
In huddle for T. O. 
In huddle for T. O. 
W�tched game from the bench 
Watched game from the -bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
-t;. 
74 
96 min . 
5 min. 
10 min. 
15 min . 
20 mino 
15 sec . =108 
30 sec . =100 
45 sec . =100 
60 sec . =108 
Average=104 
Average=128 
Average=128 
Average=ll6 
Average=108 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
End of game ; Walked off c ourt 
Walked off court 
Walked off c ourt 
Walked off c ourt 
Recovery period ;  Changed clothes 
Recovery period ; Changed c lothes 
Recovery period; Vi sited with teammate s 
Recovery period ; Visited with teammates 
?5 
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APPENDIX A 
TABLE IX 
HEART RATE RESPONSES FOR SUBJECT 1 DURING MORRIS GAME: 
Total Heart Rate Description of Game Situation 
Time per/min. and Subject' s Activity 
15 sec . =144 Warm up ; Shot . lay-ups 
JO sec . =148 Warm up ; Shot lay-ups 
1 min. 45 sec . =148 Warm up ; Shot lay-ups 
60 sec . =1�2 
Average=l48 
Warm up ; S}}ot lay-ups 
15 sec . =148 Warm up ; Shot lay-ups 
30 sec . =136 Warm up ; Shot lay-ups 
2 min. 45 sec . =144 Warm up ; Shot lay-ups 
60 sec 1 =124 Wann up ; Shot lay-ups 
Average=l38 
15 sec . =136 Warm up ; Shot lay-ups 
30 sec . =140 Warm up ; Shot lay-ups 
3 min. 45 sec . =1J6 Warm up ; Shot lay-ups 
60 sec , =140 Warm up ; Shot lay-ups 
Average=l38 . 
15 sec . =124 Warm up ; Shot center lay-ups 
JO sec . =136 Warm up ; Shot center lay-ups 
4 min. 45 sec . =140 Warm up ; Shot center lay-ups 
60 sec . =144 Warm up ; Shot center lay-ups 
Average=l.36 
15 sec . =152 Warm up ; Shot F. G .  
30 sec . =144 Warm up ; Shot F. G .  
5 min. 45 sec . =152 Warm up ; Shot F. G.  
60 sec . =160 Warm up ; Shot F. G .  .(!:l 
Average=l52 
15 sec . =156 Warm up ; Shot F. G. 
30 sec . ==164 Warm up ; Shot F. G .  
6 min. 45 sec . =164 Warm up ; Shot F.G.  
60 sec . =144 Warm up ; Shot F', G.  
Average=157 
15 sec . =156 Warm up ; Shot F. G. 
JO sec . =148 Warm up ; Shot F. G.  
? min. 45 sec . =136 Warm up ; Shot F.G .  
6 0  sec . =124 Warm up ;  Shot F. G. 
Average=l41 
8 min. 
9 min. 
10 min. 
11 min. 
12 min. 
13 min. 
14 min. 
15 min. 
15 sec . - 96 
JO sec . =124 
45 sec . =128 
60 sec . =112 
Average=l15 
15 sec . =1J2 
JO sec . =132 
45 sec . =132 
60 sec . =116 
Average=l28 
15 sec . =112 
JO sec . =132 
45 sec , =1J2 
60 sec . =140 
Average=l29 
15 sec .=140 
JO sec . =140 
45 sec . =144 
60 sec , =132 
Average=l39 
15 sec , =144 
JO sec . =152 
45 sec . =148 
60 sec . =152 
Average=149 
15 sec . =156 
JO sec . =156 
45 sec . =1.52 
60 sec . =164 
Average=l.57 
15 sec . =156 
JO sec . =152 
45 sec . =140 
60 sec . =144 
Average=l48 
15 sec , =100 
30 sec . =132 
45 sec . =104 
60 sec . =124 
Average=ll.5 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
Warm up ; Shot F . G.  
Warm up ; Shot F. G.  
Warm up ; Shot F. G. 
Warm up ; Shot F. G. 
Warm up ; Shot F,G ,  
Warm up ;  Shot F .G .  
Warm up ; Shot F. G .  
Warm up ; Shot F. G. 
Warm up ; Shot F , G, 
Warm up ; Shot F, G,  
Warm up ; Shot F , G. 
Warm up ; Shot F. G.  
Warm up ; 3 shot ; Others re sted 
Warm up ; 3 shot ; Others rested 
Warm up ; 3 shot ; Other s rested 
Warm up ; J shot ; Others rested 
Warm up ; 3�man weave drill 
Warm up ;  3-man weave drill 
Warm up ; 3-man weave drill 
Warm up ; 3-man weave drill 
Warm up ;  J-man weave dr�ll 
Warm up ; J-man weave drill 
Warm up ; J-man weave drill 
Warm up ;  3-man weave drill 
Warm up ;  3-man weave drill 
Warm up ; 3-man weave drill 
Warm up ; 3-man weave drill 
Warm up ; 3-man weave drill 
-t:·· 
Warm up ; F. T.  and passing drill 
Warm up ; F. T .  and passing drill 
Warm up ; F. T .  and pa ssing drill 
Warm up ; F. T I  and passing drill 
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16 min. 
17 min. 
18 min. 
19 min. 
20 min. 
21 min. 
22 min. 
2J min. 
15 sec . =lo4 
JO sec .=124 
45 sec .=120 
60 sec .=128 
Average=ll9 
15 sac . =124 
30 sec . =100 
45 sec . =100 
60 sec .=100 
Average=l06 
15 sec .=lo4 
30 sec .=104 
45 sec . =lo4 
60 sec .=132 
Average= ill 
15 sec . =132 
30 sec .=120 
45 sec .=120 
60 sec . =124 
Average=124 
15 sec .=128 
30 sec o=128 
45 sec .=112 
60 sec .=132 
Average=125 
15 sec .=120 
30 sec.=120 
45 sec. =124 
60 sec .=116 
Average=120 
15 sec .=120 
JO sec .=116 
45 sec . =120 
60 sec . =120 
Average=119 
15 sec . =112 
30 sec .=128 
45 sec .=128 
60 sec e=116 
Average=l21 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
Warm up ; F . T ,  and passing drill 
Warm up ; F . T .  and passing drill 
Warm up ; F . T .  and pa ssing drill 
Warm up ; F. T. and pas sing drill 
Warm up ; F . T ,  and passing drill 
Warm up ; F , T ,  and passing drill 
Warm up ; F . T .  and passing drill 
Warm up ; F . T .  and passing drill 
Warm up ; F, T ,  and pa ssing drill 
Warm up ; F. T .  and passing drill 
Warm up ; F. T .  and passing drill 
Warm up ; F . T.  and passing drill 
Warm up ; Shot F . T. and F. G .  
Warm up ; Shot F. T.  and F. G ,  
Warm up ; Shot F. T.  and F. G ,  
Warm up ; Shot F. T.  and F, G ,  
Warm up ; Shot F. T. and F .G .  
Warm up ; Shot F. T. and F. G .  
Warm up ; Shot F . T.  and F, G ,  
Warm up ; Shot F. T,  and F. G. 
Warm up ; Shot F. T.  and F. G, 
Warm up ; Shot F. T. and F, G ,  
Warm up ; Shot F. T.  and F , G ,  
Warm up ; Shot F .  T .  and F.  G .  ...:: 
Buzzer blew ; Walked off court 
In huddle 
In huddle 
In huddle 
In huddle ; "Let ' s  go State" yell 
Start of game ; Waited for J . B .  
Waited for tip from J . B .  
Got tip ; PassAd ball ; Off, pos .  
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24 min. 
25 min. 
26 min. 
27 min. 
28 min. 
29 min. 
30 min, 
31 min. 
15 sec .=1J6 
JO sec .=168 
45 sec . =160 
60 · sec .t=l�6 
Average=l 0 
15 sec .=180 
JO sec .=180 
45 sec .=184 
60 sec .=184 
Average=lB2 
15 sec .=184 
JO sec .=180 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec .=188 
Average=l84 
15 sec .=184 
30 sec .=184 
45 sec o=l76 
60 sec ,=184 
Average=l82 
15 sec . =184 
30 sec , =184 
45 sec , =176 
60 sec , =164 
Average=l77 
15 sec .=164 
JO sec . =184 
45 sec , =168 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l75 
15 sec .=188 
JO sec . =188 
45 sec , =188 
60 sec 11 =192 
Average=189 
15 sec .=188 
JO sec . =180 
45 sec .=188 
60 sec. =188 
Average=l86 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
Moved in lane ; Rebounded 
Shot and missed 1 Def. pos.  
79 
Guarded ; Jumped for ball ; Morri s  scored 
Off. pos .  under basket ; Morris fouled 
Tried for rebound ; Missed rebound 
Def .  pos .  zone ; State ' s  ball ; Off. pos . 
Mi ssed rebound 
J .B . ; Tipp�d ball to Morris 
Def.  pos . ; Moved in zone def .  
State intercepted ball ; Off. pos . 
Moved to set screen ; Morris fouled 
Rebounded; Morris ball ; Def. pos.  
Zone def. ; State intercepted ball 
Off. pos.  center post ; Morris intercepted 
Def.  pos . ; Moved with opponent 
Rebounded ; State fouled ; T . O . 
In huddle 
In huddle 
In huddle ; "Let ' s  go State" yell 
Walked back on court 
At F. T. lane ; Morris scored F . T .  
In . huddle 
State scored; Def. pos. ; Interception 
Off. pos. ; Fumbled pass  and lost ball 
Morris fouled; At F. T .  lane to rebound 
Tried for rebound 
Def. pos. ; Rebounded and passed ball 
Morri s fouled ; At F. T.  lane to rebound 
Waited for 2nd F. T. ; Tried to rebound 
Morris ball ; Interception ; Off, pos . 
Moved under basket and scored a F . G .  
State fouled ; At F. T .  lane t o  rebound 
32 min. 
33 min. 
34 min. 
35 min. 
36 min. 
37 min. 
38 min. 
39 min. 
15 sec . =192 
30 sec . =188 
45 sec . =180 
60 sec . =188 
Avarage=l87 
15 sec . =184 
30 sec . =184 
45 sec . =188 
60 sec . =192 
Average=l87 
15 sec . =184 
30 sec . =192 
45 sec . =188 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l87 
15 sec . =184 
30 sec . =180 
45 sec . =176 
60 sec . =180 
Average=l80. 
15 sec . =184 
30 sec . =184 
45 sec . =192 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l86 
15 sec . =188 
JO sec . =188 . 
45 sec . =188 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l87 
15 sec . =180 
JO sec . =184 
45 sec .=184 
60 sec . =180 
Average=l82 
15 sec . =180 
JO sec . =180 
45 sec . =168 
60 sec . =164 
Average=l73 
TABLE IX (C ontinued) 
Tried for rebound ; Morri s got ball 
Def.  pos . ; Little action 
Played zone defense 
Morris scored a F . G . ; Off. pos .  
At center post pos . ; Not much action 
Moved to set screen ; Moved a littie 
Tried to tie up ball ; Traveled 
Def. pos . ; J . B . ; Tried for tip 
Def, pos . ; State intercepted pa ss 
Off. pos . ; Moved into the lane 
Tried to steal ball ; J .B .  
De • pos . ; T . o.  State 
. o. ; In huddle 
ack on floor 
80 
Waited for tip from J .B . ; Morris ball 
Def .  pos . ; Moved back and forth in lane 
Off. pos .  under baske� ; Moved acros s  lane 
State scored ; Def. pos . ; Blocked shot 
Passed ball ; Off. po s . ; Caught ball 
Passed ball ; State scored; Def .  pos . 
State got ball ; Off. po.s . ; State fouled 
Walked to F . T . lane 
Tried for rebound of F. T.  
Lane violation ;  F, T , reshot 
Off. pos .  under basket ; Morri s got ball 
State fouled ; At F , T .  lane to rebound 
Waited for F. T . 
End of first quarter ;  T . O. 
In huddle during quarter break 
In huddle 
Subject 1 was substituted 
State ' s  back on floor 
/ 
40 min. 
41 min. 
42 min. 
4J min. 
44 min. 
45 min. 
46 min. 
47 min. 
15 sec .=156 
JO sec .=152 
45 sec .=128 
60 sec . =128 
Average=141 
15 sec .=124 
JO sec .=128 
1�5 sec .=124 
60 sec .=124 
Average=l2.5 
1.5 sec .=124 
JO sec . =120 
4.5 sec . =116 
60 sec . =120 
Average=l20 
15 sec .=120 
JO sec .=116 
45 sec .=120 
60 sec . =120 
Average=l19 
1.5 sec .=120 
JO sec .=116 
4.5 sec .=116 
60 sec . =120 
Average=ll8 
15 sec.=120 
JO sec .=124 
45 sec . =128 
60 sec. =124 
Average=124 
15 sec .=112 
JO sec .=112 
45 sec .=120 
60 sec .=112 
Average=l14 
15 sec .=116 
JO sec .=116 
45 sec . =112 
60 sec . =112 
Average=ll4 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
� 
W ;> atched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game · from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
T. o. ; In huddle 
In huddle 
In huddle 
In huddle 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the - bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
81 
48 min. 
49 min. 
50 min. 
51 min. 
.52 min. 
53 min.  
54 min.  
55 min. 
15 sec .=112 
30 sec . =124 
45 sec . =116 
60 sec . =124 
Average=ll9 
15 sec .=120 
30 sec .=120 
45 sec .=136 
60 sec . =136 
Average=l28 
15 sec .=128 
30 sec .=132 
45 sec .=136 
60 sec . =160 
Average=l39 
1.5 sec . =172 
30 sec . =176 
4.5 sec . =180 
60 sec . =176 
Average=l76 
15 sec . =184 
30 sec . =184-
45 sec . =180 
60 sec . =176 
Average=l81 
15 sec .=168 
.30 sec. =156 . 
45 sec . =164 
60 sec . =164 
Average=l6J 
1.5 sec . =172 
30 sec . =172 
4.5 sec . =172 
60 sec . =180 
Average=l74 
1.5 sec . =176 
JO sec . =180 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec . =188 
Average=l82 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Reported to timer 
Reported to timer 
Waited to go back in game 
T. O. for State ; In huddle 
82 
Back in game at F. T .  lane to rebound 
Def.  pos . ; Morris mi ssed shot and fouled 
Off. pos. ; Rebounded F . T .  and�ot 
Fouled upon ; At F .T .  
Shot and missed F .T . ; Morris rebounded 
Subject 1 fell , got up and trotted to def. 
Zone def. in middle of lane 
State stole ball ; Morris fouled ; T . O. 
In huddle ; At F . T.  lane ; State scored 
Zone def. ; Moved slowly around lane 
Morris fouled ;  At F . T, lane to rebound 
T . O. Morris ;  In huddle 
In huddle 
In huddle 
Walked back on court tq F. T.  lane 
Waited for F. T. ; State scored ; Def. pos  • 
Middle of lane ; Def. pos . 
Zone def. ; Moved slowly in lane ""' ': 
Morris fouled ; At F. T .  lane to rebound 
Jumped and got rebound after F . T .  
Passed ball and tried for another rebound 
Subject 1 fouled ; Walked to F . T .  lane 
F . T .  missed ; Subject l tipped ball 
State ' s  ball ; Off. pos . ; In lane pos .  
Morris stole ball ; Def .  pos . ; Morris sco:red 
Played off. pos. ; Set up screen 
56 min. 
5? min. 
58 min. 
59 min. 
60 min. 
61 min. 
62 min. 
63 min. 
15 sec .=184 
30 sec .=188 
45 sec .=184 
60 secs=l88 
Average=l8b 
15 sec . =188 
30 sec . =184 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec . =1�6 
Average=l73 
15 sec . =176 
30 sec . =164 
45 sec . =124 
60 sec .=148 
Average=l53 
15 sec .=140 
30 sec .=128 
45 sec .=128 
60 sec . =120 
Average=129 
15 sec .=112 
30 sec .=108 
45 sec .=116 
60 sec .=112 
Average=ll2 
15 sec .=112 
30 · sec . =112 
45 sec .=112 
60 sec .=116 
Average=llJ 
15 sec . =120 
30 sec . =124 
45 sec .=132 
60 sec . =l� 
Average=l28 
15 sec . =136 
30 sec . =140 
45 sec ,=140 
60 sec ,=1�6 
Average=lJ8 
83 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
Ball passed over Subject ' s  head 
State recovered ball and scored ; Def. pos . 
Zone def. ; Ball 0 of B ;  State ' s  ball 
In middle of lane ; Morris stole ball 
Zone def. ; State fouled ; At F . T .  lane 
F.T .  missed ; Rebounded ;  Morris got ball 
Def. pos . ; State ' s  ball ; Buzzer blew 
H .  T . ; Walked to Room 123 
H . T . ; 
H .  T . ; 
H .  T . ; 
H . ·r . ; 
H .  T . ; 
H . T . ; 
H .  T . ; 
H . T . ; 
H . T . ; 
H . T . ; 
H , T. ; 
H . T . ; 
H . T. ; 
H . T. ; 
H . T . ; 
H . T. ; 
H . T . ; 
H .  T . ; 
H .  T , ; 
H , T. ; 
H .  T . ;  
H . T. ; 
H . T. ; 
H .T . ;  
Room 123 
Room 123 
Room 
Room 123 
Room 123 
Room 123 
Room 123 
Room 123 
Room 123 
Room 123 
Room 123 
Room 123 
Room 123 
Room 123 
Room 123 
Room 123 
Shot F . T. 
Shot F. T. 
Shot F. T.  
Shot F. T. 
Shot F .T. 
Shot F. T . 
Shot F. T . 
Shot F. T. 
and F. G .  
and F.G .  
and F .G. 
and F.G.  
and F ._G .  
and F.G .  
and F. G.  
and F. G. 
64 min. 
65 min. 
66 min. 
6? min. 
68 min. 
69 min. 
10 min. 
?l min. 
15 sec. =128 
30 sec . =136 
45 sec . =140 
60 sec .=136 
Average=l35 
15 sec . =140 
JO sec . =144 
45 sec . =140 
60 sec . =140 
Average=l41 
15 sec .=152 
JO sec .=144 
45 sec . =140 
60 sec .=140 
Average=l44 
15 sec .=140 
30 sec .=168 
45 sec .=184 
60 se =180 
Average= 8 
15 sec .=188 
30 sec .=188 
45 sec .=176 
60 sec .=192 
Average=l86 
15 sec . =184 
30 · sec . =188 
45 sec .=184 
60 sec . =180 
Average=l84 
15 sec . =176 
JO sec . =168 
45 sec . =168 
60 sec . =1Z2 
Average=l71 
15 sec .=176 
JO sec . =164 
45 sec .=172 
60 sec . =172 
Average=l71 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
H . T. ; Shot F . T .  and F. G .  
H .  T . ; Shot F. T .  and F . G .  
H . T . ; Shot F. T .  and F . G .  
H . T . ; Shot F. T� and F .G .  
H . T . ; Shot F. T. and F .G .  
H . T. ; Shot F. T .  and F .G .  
H . T . ;  Shot F. T .  and F .G .  
H . T. ; Shot F. T .  and F . G. 
End of half ; Walked off floor 
In huddle 
"Beat Morris" yell ; Back on c ourt 
Around circle waited for J .B .  
State ' s  tip ; Off. pos .  
Broke across lane and scored F. G . 
84 
Zone def. in middle of lane ; Tipped ball 
Off. pos . ; Broke across lane ; Scored F . G. 
Zone def. ; Morris shot ; Tried to rebound 
Off. pos . ;  Violation ;  Def .  pos .  
Zone def. ; Tried to block shot 
State ' s  ball ; Chased and recovered ball 
Passed ball and State s9ored ; Def. ; T . O• 
In huddle 
In huddle ; Walked back on court 
Zone def. ; Very little action 
Tried · to steal ball but missed 
Morris ' s  ball 0 of B ;  Morri s fouled 
At F, T , lane to rebound ; State scored 
Zone def. ; Morris missed F . G . ; Off. pos.  
Morris stole ball ; State fouled 
Waited to rebound F. T . ; Morris missed 
Rebounded and passed ball ; Off.  pos . 
State fouled ; At F. T .  lane to rebound 
I . 
72 min. 
7J min. 
74 min. 
75 .min. 
76 min. 
77 min. 
78 min. 
79 min.  
15 sec . =176 
JO sec .=172 
45 sec .=188 
60 sec .=180 
Average=l79 
15 sec . =184 
JO sec . =184 
45 sec . =176 
60 sec . =172 
Average=l79 
15 sec .=176 
JO sec .=180 
45 sec .=188 
60 sec . =1&1 
Average=l 
15 sec .=188 
JO sec . =184 
45 sec .=180 
60 sec . =192 
Average=l86 
15 sec .=180 
JO sec .=188 
45 sec .=184 
60 sec .=172 
Average=l81 
15 sec .=172 
JO sec . =168 
45 sec . =188 
60 sec . =188 
Average=l79 
15 sec . =180 
30 sec . =184 
45 sec . =188 
60 sec. =180 
Average=l83 
15 sec . =184 
JO sec . =180 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec . =172 
Average=l80 
85 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
F . T .  missed ; Subject rebounded ; Off. pos.  
Set screen and State scored F . G. 
Morris fouled ; At F. T .  lane ; Sta.ta scored 
Zone def. ; Very. little movement 
State fouled ; At F. T. lane ; Morri s missed 
Rebounded ; Subject 1 was fouled upon 
At F. T.  lane 
Shot and made F. T. ; Der. pos . 
Def. pos. ; Caught ball and passed it 
Fast trot down court ; Caught ball 
Shot and missed ; Morris rebounded ;  Def .  
Broke in and stole ball ; Off. pos . ; 
Jumped to tip ball 
Subject 1 fouled; At F . T .  lane 
Off. pos . ; Broke across lane and got ball 
Fouled upon ; At F. T. lane 
Scored a F . T . ; Def. pos .  
State rebounded ;  Morris fouled 
At F. T.  lane ; Waited for rebound 
Waited for rebound · 
State scored F . T . ; Def.  pos . ; Zone def.  
Caught pas s ;  Broke to s�de of lane 
State ' s  ball ; Fast trot down court 
Jumped to catch pass but mi ssed 
Tried for a rebound ; Def. pos.  
State stole ball ; Morri s fouled 
At F. T. lane ; Waited to rebound 
State scored F. T . ; Def.  pos .  
Zone def. ; State stole ball ; Morris fouled 
At F. T. lane ; State scored ; Def.  pos . 
State fouled ; At F. T. lane ; Morris scored 
Off. pos . ; State missed F . G . ; Def.  pos .  
Zone def. in middle of lane 
80 min. 
81 min. 
82 min. 
8J min. 
84 min. 
85 min. 
86 min, 
Erl min. 
15 sec .=184 
JO sec . =188 
45 sec .=192 
60 sec .=180 
. Average=l86 
15 sec .=176 
JO sec .=176 
45 sec .=184 
60 sec , =176 
Average=l78 
15 sec .=164 
JO sec .=184 
45 sec .=172 
60 sec .=1?6 
Average=174 
15 sec .=184 
30 sec .=168 
45 sec . =144 
60 sec , =132 
Average=l57 
15 sec ,=128 
30 sec .=128 
45 sec .=144 
60 sec .=140 
Average=l35 
15 sec.=128 
30 sec .=124 
45 sec .=120 
60 sec ,=128 
Average=l25 
15 sec . =136 
JO sec .=136 
45 sec. =132 
60 sec . =1 2 
Average=l 
15 sec .=128 
JO sec . =144 
45 sec , =164 
60 sec . =164 
Average=l50 
TABLE IX (Continued)  
Zone def. ; Subject 1 tried for rebottnd 
J .B . ; Waited for tip ; State ' s  ball 
Fast break down court ; State fouled 
At F. T.  lane ; Morris scored F . T  • 
Off. pos .  on side of lane 
Moved in and out of lane 
Morri s fouled ; Tried to steal ball 
State missed F . T . but rebounded 
Off. pos. ; Subject 1 rebounded and shot 
J .B . ; Morris got tip ; State fouled 
At F . T. lane ; Waited for rebound 
Off. pos. ; Substituted for ;  Off court 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench . 
Watched game from the bench 
T .  0, ; In huddle 
T . O. ; In huddle 
T . O , : In huddle 
Watched game from the bench 
End of third quarter ; In huddle 
In huddle 
In huddle 
In huddle 
Reported in for fourth quarter 
Back in game ; Walked on court 
Around circle ; Waited for J . B .  
Around circle ; Waited for J . B .  
Waited for J .B .  
State got tip ; Caught pass ; Threw pass  
Morris tried for interception ; J . B .  
State scored F. G. ; Zone def . ; Foul 
86 
88 min. 
89 min. 
90 min. 
91 min. 
92 min. 
93 min. 
94 min. 
95 min. 
15 sec . =160 
JO sec .=172 
45 sec .=172 
60 sec .=176 
Average=l70 
15 sec .=176 
JO sec . =176 
45 sec . =172 
60 sec . =176 
Average=l75 
15 sec . =180 
JO sec . =192 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l85 
15 sec .=172 
JO sec . =184 
45 sec .=172 
60 sec . =168 
Average=l74 
15 sec . =164 
JO sec .=172 
45 sec .=184 
60 sec . =180 
Average=l75 
15 sec . =188 
JO sec . =180 
45 sec .=188 
60 sec . =180 
Average=l84 
15 sec . =184 
JO sec .=192 
45 sec .=188 
60 sec .=180 
Average=l86 
15 sec . =188 
JO sec . =184 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l85 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
At F. T .  lane ; Waited for rebound 
State rebounded and scored F. G.  
Zone def. ; Moved slowly 
Jumped to block shot and failed 
Morris made l F.T . ; State rebounded 
Off. pos. ; Morris intercepted ball 
Zone def. ; Little movement ; Morris scored 
Caught pas
.
� ,  jumped, shot , and scored F . G . 
Def.  pos. ; Shuffled back and forth 
JO-sec . violation ; State ' s  ball 
State scored F.G . ; Def.  pos . 
Zone def. ; State fouled ; At F. T.  lane 
T .o. for State 
In huddle 
In huddle 
Walked back on floor to F . T .  lane 
Waited for rebound F. T. ; Morris '  ball 
Off. pos. ; State shot ; Rebounded ;  J . B .  
In circle for J . B . ; Violation ; Def.  pos . · 
State stole ball ; Off. pos .  
State ' s  ball; Caught and passed ball 
Tried for rebound; Morris '  ball 
Def. pos. ; Double foul 
In circle for J . B . ; State ' s ball 
Caught pas s ;  Jumped and scored F. G .  
Def. pos . ; State stole ball ; Morris fouled 
At F. T. lane ; Waited for rebound 
State scored F.T . ; Def. pos . 
Zone def. in center of lane 
O of B ball for Morris . 
Def. ; Moved slowly; Morris scored 
Threw ball in ; Off. pos . 
96 min . 
9? min, 
98 min. 
99 min. 
100 min, 
101 min. 
102 min.  
5 min. 
15 sec . =188 
JO sec .=188 
45 sec .=188 
60 sec , =188 
Average=l88 
15 sec . =184 
JO sec .=184 
45 sec .=192 
60 sec . =188 
Average=l87 
15 sec .=176 
JO sec . =168 
45 sec . =160 
60 sec .=lga. 
Average=! 
15 sec , =140 
JO sec . =148 
45 sec . =144 
60 sec .=la6 
Average=l 2 
15 sec . =128 
JO sec .=124 
45 sec .=128 
60 sec . =124 
Average=126 
15 sec . =124 
JO sec . =116 
45 sec . =116 
60 sec . =116 
Average=ll8 
15 sec. =116 
JO sec. =108 
45 sec. =108 
60 sec . =108 
Average=l08 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
Morris stole ball ; State stole ball 
Caught and passed ball ; Fouled 
At F. T. lane ; Missed F. T . ; Rebounded 
Tried to block shot ; Rebounded 
Lost rebound ; Def. pos . 
88 
Jumped to catch ball ; Morris stole ball 
Def.  pos. ; Jumped to tip ball 
Tired ; Substituted for 
· 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Put on jacket 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Ate ice and watched game 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench _ 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
End of game 
Walked off court 
Recovery period; Changed clothes 
89 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
10 min. Average=l08 Recovery period ;  Changed clothes 
15 min. Average=104 Recovery period ; Visited with teammates 
20 min. Average=112 Recovery period; Visited with teammates 
Total 
Time 
1 min. 
2 min. 
J min. 
. 4 min. 
5 min. 
6 min. 
? min. 
APPENDIX A 
TABLE X 
HEART RATE RESPONSES FOR SUBJECT 2 DURING MANKATO GA.MB; 
Heart Rate Description of Game Situation 
per/min and Subject ' s Activity 
15 sec . =156 Warm up ; Walked off bleacher.s 
JO sec .=168 Warm up ; Walked onto floor 
45 sec .=156 Warm up ; F • . _s .  from court 
60 sec .=164 Warm up ; F , S , ; Little running 
Average=161 
15 sec .=180 Warm up ; F. S .  
JO sec .=172 Warm up ; F. S .  
45 sec . =164 Warm up ; F. S .  
60 sec . =164 Warm up ; F. S .  
Average=170 
15 sec .=168 Warm up ; F, S .  
JO sec . =168 Warm up ; F. S .  
45 sec . =156 Warm up ; F. S .  
60 sec . =160 Warm up ; F. S .  
Average=l6J 
15 sec . =176 Warm up ; F. S .  
JO sec .=172 Warm up ; F , S ,  
45 sec . =164 Warm up ; F. S.  
60 sec .=160 Warm up ; F . S .  
Average=168 
15 sec .=1.56 · Warm up ; F .  S,  
JO sec .=160 Warm up ; F, S ,  
45 sec .=160 Warm up ; F , S .  
60  sec .=164 Warm up ; F , S ,  
Average=l60 
15 sec .=168 Warm up ; F. S ,  
JO sec .=172 Warm up ; F. S .  
45  sec . =164 Warm up ; Stood in circle ; Passed ball 
60 sec , =160 Warm up ; Stood in circle ; Passed ball 
Average=166 
15 sec . =148 Warm up ; Stood in circle ; Passed ball 
Stood in circle ; Passed ball JO sec . =148 Warm up ; Stood in circle ; Passed ball 45 sec . =144 Warm up ; stood in circle ; Passed ball 60 sec . =140 Warm up ; 
Average=145 
90 
91 
TABLE X (Continued) 
15 sec .=144 Warm up ; Stood in circle ; Passed ball 
JO sec .=144 Warm up ; Stood in circle ; Passed ball 
8 min. 45 sec .=1J6 Warm up ; Stood in circle ; Passed ball 
60 sec .=l.26 Warm up ; Stood. in circle ; Pas sed ball 
Average=l4.5 
15 sec .=164 Warm up ; Stood in circle ; Pas sed ball 
JO sec .=168 Warm up ; Stood in circle ; Passed ball 
9 min. 4.5 sec .=176 Warm up ; Stood in circle ; Passed ball 
60 sec . =lz6 Wa1"?n up ; Stood in circle ; Passed �all 
Average=l71 
15 sec .=168 Warm up ; Stood in circle ; Passed ball 
JO sec . =148 Warm up ; Stood in circle ; Passed ball 
10 min. 45 sec .=140 Warm up ; Stood in circle ; Passed ball 
60 sec , =144 Warm up ; Stood in circle ; Passed ball 
Average=l.50 
15 sec . =1J2 Warm up ; Stood in circle passing 
JO sec .=1J2 Warm up ; F. T . 
11 min. 45 sec , =136 Warm up ; F. T. 
60 sec . =1;26 Warm up ; F. T 11  
Average=l.34 
15 sec . =140 Warm up ; F. T.  
JO sec .=148 Warm up ; F. T.  
12 min. 4.5 sec . =1.56 Warm up ; F, T ,  
60  sec . =1�6 Warm up ; F, T. 
Avei•age=l.50 
1.5 sec .=148 Warm up ; F, T ,  
30 sec .=144 Warm up ; F. T. 
lJ min. 45 sec . =140 Warm up ; F. T.  
60 sec . =126 Warm up ; F ,T ,  
-
Average=l47 
15 sec . =144 Warm up ; F, S ,  
JO sec .=140 Warm up ; F. S.  
14 min. 45 sec . =1.52 Warm up ; Stood in huddle 
60 sec . =160 Warm up ; Stood in huddle 
Average=l49 
15 sec . =148 Buzzer blew to start game 
Stood in center circle for J. B .  30 sec . =144 
Stood in center circle for J . B .  15 min. 4.5 sec . =160 
60 sec . =160 J , B . ; Start of game 
Average=l.53 
16 min. 
. ·17 min. 
18 min, 
19 min. 
20 min. 
21 min. 
22 min. 
23 min. 
15 sec .=160 
30 sec .=196 
45 sec .=200 
60 sec.=196 
Average=188 
15 sec .=192 
30 sec .=200 
45 sec . =188 
60 sec,=176 
Average=l89 
15 sec.=180 
30 sec ,=192 
45 sec .=196 
60 sec .=200 
Average=192 
15 sec .=204 
30 sec o=l96 
45 sec .=192 
60 sec . =184-
Average=194 
15 sec .=184 
JO sec . =176 
45 sec .=188 
60 sec .=2o4 
Average=l88 
15 sec . =204 
JO sec .=200 . 
45 sec. =196 
60 sec .=180 
Average=l97 
15 sec .=208 
30 sec,=2o4 
45 sec . =196 
60 sec . =180 
Average=l97 
15 sec . =160 
JO sec .=164 
45 sec . =160 
60 sec .=1�6 
Average=l O 
TABLE X (Continued) 
Ran down the court 
Guarded under basket in def. pos . 
Jumped for rebound ; Fouled on 
Walked down court for F. T. 
Shot a F. T .  
Ran down court for def. pos .  
Blocked and guarded opponents 
Ran down court ; T .o. 
Time in ; Walked back on court 
Guarded opponent 
Rebounded under basket 
Shot a F .G .  -
Missed shot ; Rebounded ;  Shot again 
Moved to def. pos . 
T .O .  
T. O.  
Time in ; Back in game . 
Played def. pos . 
Close M to M def. 
Jumped to block shot ; Mankato ' s  ball 
State stole ball ; Ran do:wn c ourt 
State ' s  ball ; Passed ball 
Lost ball ; Def. pos . ; Guarding 
State ' s  ball ; Ran to off. pos . 
Rebounded; Made F. G . ;  Ran down court 
Blocked shot ; Rebounded 
Ran down court ; T. O. 
T . O. 
T. O. ; Clock trouble 
T. O. ; Clock trouble 
T. O. ; Clock trouble 
T. O. ; Clock trouble 
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24 min. 
· 25 min. 
26 min.  
27 min. 
28 min. 
29 min. 
30 min, 
31 min, 
15 sec . =160 
30 sec .=152 
45 sec , =152 
60 · sec ,=148 
. Average=l5J 
15 sec .=176 
30 sec . =184 
45 sec ,=196 
60 sec . =200 
Average=l89 
15 sec ,=208 
30 sec ,=200 
45 sec ,=200 
60 sec . =2o4 
Average=20J . 
15 sec , =208 
JO sec . =200 
45 sec ,=2o4 
60 sec ,=208 
Average=20.5 
15 sec ,=2o4 
30 sec , =204 
45 sec �=208 
60 sec .=204 
Average=20.5 
15 sec . =200 
30 sec ,=200 
45 sec ,=200 
60 sec , =200 
Average=200 
15 sec . =2o4 
JO sec , =212 
45 sec , =208 
60 sec ,=204 
Average=207 
15 sec ,=196 
JO sec . =196 
45 sec ,=188 
60 sec , =188 
Average=l92 
TABLE X {Continued) 
T. O, ; Clock trouble 
T. O. ; Clock trouble 
Time in ; Back in game 
Passed ball ; Ball was shot ; Rebounded 
Mankato' s  ball ; Guarded opponent 
Moved with opponent 
Blocked opponent ' s  shot ; Mankato scored 
Moved to of!• pos, ; Cut across lane 
Fouled on while rebounding ;  Made F . T .  
Trots to def, pos .  
Guarded ; Traveling violation 
Jumped for ball and tipped it 
Guarded ; rebounded 
Ran down court ; Cut across lane 
9.3 
Rebounded ; Off, pos , ; Caught & passed ball 
Dropped ball on a rebound 
Ran down court to def, pos , 
Guarded ; Def, pos.  
Traveled ; Moved to off, pos .  
J . B . ; State tipped it 
Fouled after J . B .  
Walked down court to F. T .  lane 
Threw ball in from 0 of B ;  Ran 
Ma.de a F. G . ; Ran to def, pos� 
Intercepted pass 
Fast break down court and scored a F . G .  
Moved to def, pos . ; T . O, for State 
T, O,  
T . O , 
T. O, 
Time in ; Caught ball from sideline 
Shot from top of key and missed 
32 min. 
· 33 min. 
34 min. 
35 min.  
J6 min. 
J? min. 
38 min. 
39 min. 
15 sec .=196 
30 sec .=192 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec .=172 
Average=l86 
15 sec . =176 
30 sec .=176 
45 sec . =168 
60 sec .=176 
Average=l74 
15 sec . =180 
JO sec .=192 
45 sec .=196 
60 sec .=192 
Average=l90 
15 sec .=2o4 
30 sec .=204 
45 sec .=2o4 
60 sec . =208 
Average=205 
15 sec . =204 
30 sec . =200 
45 sec . =200 
60 sec .=204 
Average=202 
15 sec . =200 
JO sec .=196 . 
45 sec . =200 
60 sec . =200 
Average=l99 
15 sec . =204 
JO sec. =208 
45 sec . =196 
60 sec .=200 
Average=202 
15 sec . =200 
JO sec . =200 
45 sec .=200 
60 sec .=192 
Average=l98 
TABLE X (Continued) 
Jumped for rebound 
T. O. ; End of first quarter 
Quarter break 
Quarter break 
Time in ; Waited for J .B . in circle 
Waited for tip in center circle 
Relaxed and waited for officials 
Jumped and tipped ball 
Scrambled for ball ; Blocked shot 
Fouled opponent ; Waited for F . T. 
Subject 2 jumped and rebounded F . T .  
Moved to off. pos . 
Sprinted down court ; Long pas s  
V.dssed pass ; Ran to def. pos . 
Rebounded ; Fell 
Fouled upon ; Walked to F. T .  lane 
Ma.de a F. T. ; Moved to def. pos . 
Played Def. pos. ; Moved across  lane 
Jumped for rebound 
Ran down court ; Stopped ; Fouled upon 
Walked to F. T. lane 
Ma.de F, T. ; Back to def. 'pos .  
Guarded ; Ball 0 of B ;  J . B . : State ' s tip 
Ran down court ; State scored a F. G. 
-.-
Guarded ; Chased ball and was fouled upon 
Walked down court for F . T.  
Scored a F. T. 
Slow trot to def. pos. ; Rebounded 
Moved to off. pos. ; T�ied for rebound 
Def. pos. ; Guarded ; Moved slowly 
Fouled ; Waited to rebound F. T .  
Jumped and rebounded ; threw long pass  
40 min.  
41 min. 
42 min. 
4J min. 
44 min, 
45 min. 
46 min. 
47 min. 
1.5 sec . =192 
JO sec . =180 
4.5 sec . =196 
60 sec . =200 
Average=l92 
1.5 sec , =200 
JO sec . =208 
4.5 sec . =204 
60 sec . =200 
Average=203 
1.5 sec . =2o4 
JO sec . =196 
4.5 sec , =200 
60 sec .=200 
Average=200 
15 sec . =200 
JO sec . =204 
4.5 sec . =204 
60 sec , =2o4 
Average=203 
1.5 sec , =192 
JO sec . =181.� 
4.5 sec . =176 
60 sec ,=160 
Average=178 
1.5 sec. =160 
JO sec . =148 . 
4.5 sec ,=148 
46 sec , =148 
Average=151 
1.5 sec ,=148 
30 sec . =152 
45 sec . =152 
60 sec . =144 
Average=l49 
1.5 sec . =136 
30 sec ,=136 
45 sec ,=144 
60 sec , =128 
Average=l36 
TABLE X (Continued)  
Overthrew ; Trotted to  def. pos .  
Guarded ; State stole ball 
9.5 
Ran to off. pos. ; Made a F . G . ; Def .  pos . 
Mankato scored ; Caught pass  and dribbled 
down c ourt 
Shot and missed ; Rebounded ;  Tied score 
Waited for J .B . ; Tipped it 
Trotted to def. pos . ; Guarded 
Guarded ; Moving with opponent 
Moved down court ; Off, pos .  near ba sket 
Had ball ; Dribbled down c ourt 
Stopped and passed ball ; In lane 
Make s a F. G, ; Manka to palmed ball 
Moved to off. pos , 
Moved under basket and scored a F . G ,  
Jumped and fouled ; Walked to F. T .  lane 
Waited to rebound ; Taken out of game 
Had three fouls ; Walic�d to bench 
Sat on bench and watched game 
Ate ice 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
In huddle for T. O. -� 
In huddle ; "Let ' ·s go State " yell 
Back on bench ; Watched game 
Back on bench ; Watched game 
Back on bench ; Watched game 
Ate ice and drank water 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the . bench 
48 min. 
. 49 min. 
50 min. 
51 min. 
52 min. 
53 min. 
54 min. 
55 min. 
15 sec . =144 
30 sec . =140 
45 sec .=132 
60 sec . =1�6 
Average=l38 
15 sec . =136 
30 sec .=136 
45 sec . =128 
60 sec . =124 
Average=l31 
15 sec .=132 
JO sec . =128 
45 sec . =136 
60 sec . =148 
Average=l36 
15 sec . =144 
30 sec . =140 
45 sec . =128 
60 sec . =120 
Average=l33 
15 sec . =132 
30 sec . =120 
45 sec . =128 
60 sec . =124 
Average=l26 
15 sec .=116 
30 sec . =120 
45 sec . =116 
60 sec . =124 
Average=ll9 
15 sec . =124 
30 sec . =120 
45 sec. =108 
60 sec . =120 
Average=ll8 
15 sec . =120 
30 sec . =116 
45 sec . =140 
60 sec . =136 
Average=l28 
TABLE X (Continued) 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Clapped hands and drank water 
H . T. 
Walked off court 
H o T. ; In room 123 
H. T. ; In room 123 
Ho T. ; In room 123 
H . T. ; In room 123 
H. T. ; In room 123 
H . T. ; In room 123 
H . T. ; In room 123 
H . T. ; In room 123 
H . T. ; In room 123 
H. T. ; In room 123 
H . T. ; In room 123 
H. T. ; In room 123 
H . T. ; In room 123 
H . T . ; In room 123 
H. T. ; In room 123 
H . T . ; In room 123 
H .  T. ; Walked back into gym 
H ,  T. ; Walked back into gym 
H .  T.  ; Walked back into gym 
H .  T .  ; Walked back into gym 
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56 min. 
57 min. 
58 min. 
59 min. 
60 min. 
61 min. 
62 min. 
63 min, 
15 sec . =140 
30 sec . =148 
45 sec . =160 
60 sec . =160 
Average=l52 
15 sec . =160 
30 sec . =156 
45 sec . =160 
60 sec .=148 
Average=l56 
15 sec . =152 
30 sec . =148 
45 sec . =152 
60 sec . =140 
Average=148 
15 sec . =152 
30 sec . =152 
45 sec . =144 
60 sec .=140 
Average=147 
15 sec . =140 
30 sec . =124 
45 sec . =136 
60 sec . =122 
Average=lJJ 
15 sec . =140 
30 sec . =1J6 
45 sec . =128 
60 sec . =140 
Average=l3b 
15 sec . =172 
30 sec . =180 
45 sec . =188 
60 sec . =1� 
Average=l 
15 sec , =192 
JO sec .=192 
45 sec . =200 
60 sec . =126 
Average=195 
TABLE X (Continued)  
H . T . ; Dribbled out on c ourt 
H . T . ; Practiced shooting 
H . T. ; Practiced shooting 
H . T . ; Practiced shooting 
H . T. ; Practiced shooting 
H . T . ; Practiced shooting 
H . T . ; Practiced shooting 
H . T . ; Practiced shooting 
H . T . ; Practiced shooting 
H . T . ; Practiced shooting 
H . T . ; Practiced shooting 
H . T. ; Practiced shooting 
H . T . ; Practiced shooting 
H , T , ; Practiced shooting 
H , T. ; Practiced shooting 
H . T . ; Practiced shooting 
H ,  T . ; Walked off court 
H .  T , ; Walked off court 
H . T . ; Walked off court 
H . T. ; Walked off court 
Waited in huddle 
Waited in huddle 
Walked back onto court 
Start of second half 
J .B . ; Trotted to off. pos .  
Off. pos. ; Left side of basket 
Jumped twice for a shot 
Rebounded; Shot ; Ran to def. p o s .  
Trotted t o  off. pos. ; Dribbled ball 
Scored F, G, ; Trotted to· def. po s .  
Interception ; Off. pos, ; Traveled ; def. 
Def. pos. ; Traveled ; Ran to off. pos_
. 
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64 min. 
. 65 min. 
66 min. 
67 min. 
68 min. 
69 min .  
70  min. 
71 min. 
15 sec . =188 
30 sec . =192 
45 sec . =200 
60 sec . =196 
Average=l95 
15 sec . =188 
30 sec . =176 
45 sec .=176 
60 sec . =172 
Average=l78 
15 sec .=176 
30 sec . =184 
45 sec . =176 
60 sec . =192 
Average=l82 
1.5 sec . =192 
30 sec . =200 
45 sec .=200 
60 sec . =204 
Average=l99 
15 sec . =196 
30 sec . =196 
45 sec . =192 
60 sec . =188 
Average=l93 
15 sec . =196 
30 sec . =2o4 
45 sec . =204 
60 sec . =196 
Average=200 
1.5 sec . =184 
JO sec . =184 
45 sec . =172 
60 sec . =168 
Average=177 
15 sec . =192 
30 sec . =196 
4.5 sec . =204 
60 sec . =200 
Average=198 
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TABLE X (Continued) 
Caught ball and passed it ; F . G . was made 
Ran to def .  pos. ; Moved slowly 
Guarded and moved with opponent 
T . O. ; Ran to sideline in huddle 
In huddle 
"Let ' s  go State" yell ; Waited for def .  pas • 
Manka.to shot ; Tried for rebound 
State ' s  ball 1 Trotted to off. pos , 
Ball was thrown to Subject 2 ;  0 of B 
Off. pos. ; Waited for ball 
Violation on Manka.to ; Ran down court 
Knocked down while catching pas s  
Walked t o  F . T .  lane and shot F . T .  
Guarded in def .  pos . ; Moved with opponent · 
Trotted to off. pos .  and caught ball . 
Ran and scored a F. G . ; Trotted to . def 
State rebounded ; Foul ; Moved to other end 
Waited for F. T. shot ; Mankato fouled 
Pat shot F . T . ; State rebounded 
Caught ball ; Shot and missed 
Fast run to def.  pos . ; Guarded opponent · 
Rebounded ;  Fast dribble ' down c ourt 
Shot ; Missed ; Rebounded and shot again 
T. O .  for Mankato 
Walked to def .  pos. for F. T .  
Talked while at F. T . lane 
2 F. T. ; Ran down court after F. T .  
Off. zone pos . ; Ra.n after ball and mi s sed 
Ball was shot and rebounded to Subject 2 
Guarded under basket and received ball 
Ran fast ; Chased ball down court 
Subject 2 jumped and ·scored a F . G. 
72 min. 
- 73  min. 
74 min. 
75 min.  
76 min. 
77 min. 
78 min. 
79 min. 
15 sec . =208 
JO sec . =204 
45 sec . =192 
60 sec . =180 
Average=l96 
15 sec .=160 
JO sec . =152 
45 sec . =140 
60 sec .=140 
Average=148 
15 sec . =132 
JO sec . =128 
45 sec . =1J6 
60 sec . =144 
Average=1J5 
15 sec . =148 
JO sec . =140 
45 sec . =144 
60 sec . =la2 
Average=l 6 
15 sec . =160 
JO sec . =180 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec . =196 
Average=180 
15 sec. =196 
JO sec . =196 . 
45 sec . =192 
60 sec . =200 
Average=l96 
15 sec . =196 
JO sec. =196 
45 sec . =188 
60 sec . =180 
Average=190 
15 sec . =172 
30 sec . =160 
45 sec . =164 
60 sec . =1�2 
Average=l 7 
TABLE X (Continued) 
Fouled during shot ; Fourth foul 
Trotted down court ; Taken out of game 
Ate ice on bench 
Relaxed and watched game 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Clapped hands and watched game 
Drank water 
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Checked in with scorer to go back in game 
T . O. ;  In huddle with team 
Back in game ; Zone def. pos .  
Moved around in zone 
Tried for rebound ; Mankato scored 
Ran down court to off� pos .  
Caught ball ; Shot ; Missed ; Fell down 
Ran to def. pos . ; Jumped ; Threw long pas s  
Moved for def. ; Jumped �o block shot 
Foul ; Subject 2 took def. pos .  on lane 
Ran down court ; State missed pa ss 
Ran to steal ball ; Mankato shot and mis sed 
T. O. ; End of third quarter 
T. O. ; Quarter break 
Time in 
Walked to center for J .B .  
Waited for J . B .  _ 
Ready for J .B .  
Jumped and tipped ball 0 of  B 
Ran down court to def·. pos .  
80 min. 
81. min, 
82 min, 
83 min. 
84 min. 
85 min. 
86 min ,  
8? min. 
15 sec . =188 
JO sec , =192 
45 sec , =200 
60 sec , =200 
Average=l95 
15 sec , =204 
JO sec . =200 
45 sec , =200 
60 sec , =196 
Average=200 
15 sec , =200 
JO sec . =204 
45 sec .=204 
60 sec , =204 
Average=203 
1.5 sec .=200 
JO sec . =196 
45 sec ,=192 
60 sec , =192 
Average=l95 
15 sec , =196 
JO sec . =204 
45 sec , =196 
60 sec , =196 
Average=l98 
15 sec . =204 
JO sec. =196 
45 sec . =200 
60 sec . =200 
Average=200 
15 sec . =2o4 
30 sec , =192 
45 sec . =192 
60 sec , =180 
Average=l92 
15 sec . =172 
30 sec . =192 
45 sec , =196 
60 sec , =200 
Average=l90 
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TABLE X (Continued)  
Moved to  steal ball ; Mankato scored 
Quick move under basket ; State lost ball 
Jumped for ball and rebounded 
Dribbled and passed ball ; Traveled 
Jumped to rebound and was fouled 
At F , T, lane and scored a F . T .  
Trotted to def, ; Moved quickly; J . B .  
Was in circle for J . B . ; Ran t o  def. pos.  
Off, pos. ; Shot ball ; Trotted down c ourt 
Guarded--Moved quickly;  Mankato shot 
State rebounded and Subject 2 got pa ss 
Ran to off, pos, ; Moved under basket 
T. o . ; Walked off court 
Def, pos . ; Mankato lost ball 
State passed ball twice 
State scored F. G. ; Ran to def,  pos. 
M to M def. ; Jumped to block shot 
Rebounded ; Off, pos. ; Double dribble 
Def. pos. ; Guarded ; Jumped for rebound 
Got rebound ; Dribbled down c ourt 
Moved fast , State fouled,  At F . T .  lane 
Trotted down court ; Guarded opponent 
Jumped and rebounded ; Ran to off, pos , 
Pile up ; Blocked shot and rebounded 
T. O. ; · Trotted to sideline in huddle 
Ate ice in huddle 
Still was in huddle 
"Let ' s  go State" yell ; Time in 
Off, pos . ; Violation ; - Trotted to def ,  pos . 
Jumped to block shot and ran for rebound 
Dribbled down court . 
Bad pass ; Def.  pos. ; Rebounded ; Ran to of£ 
88 min. 
89 min. 
90 min. 
91 min. 
92 min, 
93 min. 
94 min. 
95 min, 
15 sec . =2o4 
30 sec . =2o4 
45 sec . =200 
60 sec , =200 
Average=202 
15 sec . =200 
30 sec . =200 
45 sec . =2o4 
60 sec . =208 
Average=203 
15 sec , =208 
JO sec .=200 
45 sec . =192 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l9b 
15 sec ,=176 
JO sec , =180 
45 sec . =180 
60 sec , =184 
Average=lBO 
15 sec . =188 
JO sec . =192 
45 sec , =200 
60 sec , =196 
Average=l94 
15 sec . =200 
30 sec , =180 
45 sec .=172 
60 sec . =156 
Average=l77 
15 sec , =152 
30 sec . =140 
45 sec .=144 
60 sec .=140 
Average=l44 
15 sec . =136 
JO sec , =1J2 
45 sec , =128 
60 sec . =128 
Average=l31 
TABLE X (Continued) 
Scored a F. G ,  
M to  M def. pos. ; Blocked sh ot 
Foul ; At lane for rebound 
Trotted to off �  pos . 
Ball pa ssed to State was intercepted 
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Ran to def,  pos . ; Blocked shot ; Stole ball 
Ran to off, and scored a F . G . ; Def .  pos .  
Moved with �pponent ; Tried to reboµ.nd 
Foul during rebounding ; Walked to F . T . 
T . O . ; In huddle 
In huddle 
Leaned on knees ;  "Let' s go State" yell 
Walked to F. T .  lane ; Waited to  rebound 
Two F. T. ; Clapped after first mi ss  
Moved in for second shot 
Guarded ; Violation called 
Caught ball ; Missed shot and rebounded 
Was in circle for J . B .  
Mankato ' s  ball ; Guarded in def.  pos . 
Mankato scored ; Ran to off. pos .  
Taken out of game ; Recei�ed applause 
Ate ice 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
.. � .. 
Ate ice ; Watched game from the bench 
Ate ice ; Watched game from the bench 
Ate ice ; Watched game from the bench 
Ate ice ; Watched game from the bench 
96 min. 
97 min. 
98 min. 
5 min.  
10 min. 
15 min. 
20 min. 
15 sec . =128 
JO sec . =128 
45 sec . =128 
60 sec . =128 
Average=l28 
15 sec . =128 
JO sec . =128 
45 sec . =128 
60 sec . =124 
Average=127 · 
15 sec . =128 
30 sec . =136 
Average=l32 
Average=l44 
Average=124 
Average=120 
Average=lOO 
TABLE X (Continued) 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
End of game 
Walked off the court 
Recovery period ; Changed clothes 
Recovery period; Changed clothe s 
Recovery period ;  Dressed and talked on 
telephone ,,;. 
Recovery period; Talked on telephone 
Total 
Time 
1 min. 
2 min. 
J nd.n. 
4 min. 
5 min. 
6 min. 
7 min. 
TABLE XI 
HEART RATE RESPONSES FOR SUBJECT 2 DURING NORTHERN GAME 
Heart Rate 
per/min 
15 sec . =160 
JO sec . =164 
45 sec . =164 
60 sec . =164 
Average=l6J 
15 sec . =160 
JO sec . =140 
45 sec . =153 
60 sec . =160 
Average=l5J 
15 sec . =120 
JO sec . =120 
45 .sec . =120 
60 sec . =120 
Average=120 
15 sec . =124 
JO sec . =124 
45 sec . =124 
60 sec . =124 
Average=124 
15 sec . =116 
JO sec . =124 
45 sec. =124 . 
60 sec . =120 
Average=121 
15 sec . =116 
JO sec. =120 
45 sec . =112 
60 sec . =100 
Average=ll2 
15 sec . =116 
JO sec . =124 
45 sec . =124 
60 sec .=148 
Average=l28 
Description of Game Situation 
and Subject ' s Activity 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ;  
Warm up : 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Warm up ; 
Lay-ups 
Lay-ups 
La.y-ups . 
Lay-ups 
Lay-ups 
Lay-ups 
Lay-ups 
Lay-ups 
Lay-ups 
Lay-ups 
Lay-ups 
Lay-ups 
Shot F. G. 
Shot F.G .  
Shot F, G,  
Shot F. G. 
Shot F.G ,  
Shot F, G.  
Shot F, G. 
Shot F, G,  
Shot F.G.  
Shot F. G. 
Shot F, G, 
Shot F.G.  
Shot F . G. 
Shot F .G .  
Shot F. G. 
Shot F. G. 
lOJ 
8 min. 
9 min, 
10 min, 
11 min. 
12 min, 
13 min. 
14 min. 
15 min. 
1.5 sec .=144 
30 sec . =128 
45 sec . =120 
60 sec . =128 
Average=l30 
1.5 sec . =144 
30 sec .=148 
4.5 sec .=148 
60 sec . =148 
Average=l47 
1.5 sec . =148 
30 sec ,=148 
4.5 sec .=148 
60 sec . =140 
Average=l46 
1.5 sec , =132 
30 sec . =112 
4.5 sec . =120 
60 sec . =120 
Average=l22 
1.5 sec . =144 
30 sec . =144 
4.5 sec .=136 
60 sec .=124 
Average=137 
1.5 sec . =132 
30 sec .=164 . 
4.5 sec . =172 
60 sec . =176 
Average=l61 
1.5 sec . =1.52 
30 sec . =176 
4.5 sec . =180 
60 sec , =180 
Average=l72 
1.5 sec . =176 
30 sec . =172 
4.5 sec . =1.52 
60 sec . =1� 
Average=l 
lo4 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
Warm up ; Shot F. G .  
Warm up ; Shot F. G.  
Warm up ; Shot F . G.  
Warm up ; Shot F. G .  
Warm up ; Shot F . G.  
Warm up ; Shot F. G.  
Warm up ; Shot F. G,  
Warm up ; Shot F. G.  
Warm up : Shot F. T .  
Warm up : Shot F. T .  · 
Warm up ; Shot F. T .  
Warm up ; Shot F. T .  
Warm up ; Shot F . T.  
Warm up ; Shot F. T .  
Warm up ; Shot F.  T .  
Warm up ; Shot F. T.  
Warm up ; Shot F. T .  
Warm up ; Shot F. T .  
Warm up ; Shot F. T .  
Warm up ; Shot F. T.  
Warm up ; )-man weave drill 
Warm up ; 3-man weave drill 
Warm up ; 3-man weave drill 
Warm up ; 3-man weave drill 
� 
Warm up ; 3-man weave drill 
Warm up ; 3-man weave drill 
Warm up ; 3-man weave drill 
Warm up ; 3-man weave drill 
Warm up ; )-man weave �ill 
Warm up ; )-man weave drill 
Warm up ; )-man weave drill 
Warm up ; 3-man weave drill 
16 min. 
17 min. 
18 min.  
19 min. 
20 min. 
21 min. 
22 min. 
23 min. 
15 sec . =140 
JO sec . =128 
45 sec . =128 
60 sec . =100 
Average=l24 
15 sec . =124 
JO sec . =144 
45 sec . =180 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l58 
15 sec . =196 
JO sec . =180 
45 sec . =196 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l89 
15 sec . =192 
JO sec . =192 
45 sec . =192 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l90 
15 sec .=192 
30 sec . =184 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec . =196 
.Average=l89 
15 sec . =200 
30 sec . =184 · 
45 sec . =192 
60 sec . =192 
Average=l92 
15 sec . =188 
30 sec . =184 
45 sec . =168 
60 sec . =160 
Average=l75 
15 sec . =168 
JO sec . =200 
45 sec . =188 
60 sec . =200 
Average=l89 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
In huddle 
In circle ; Waited for J . B .  
I n  circle ; Wai.ted for start of game 
In circle ; Waited for J . B .  
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State got tip ; Off. pos . ; Jumped for ball 
Northern ' s ball ; Def. pos . ; Guarded 
Tried to steal ball ; Guarded 
30-sec . violation ; Blocked ball ; State ' s  
ball 
Off. pos. ; Caught and passed ball 
State scored ; Def. pos . ; Tried to steal 
Moved with opponent ; Violation 
State ' s  ball ; Broke across lane and 
scored a F. G . 
Def. pos . ; State fouled ; At F . T .  lane 
Northern scored ; Off. pos . ; Broke acros s  
Caught and passed ball ; State scored 
Def. pos . ; Northern fouled ; at F . T .  lane 
State missed F. T. ; Northern ' s  ball 0 of B 
Def. pos. ; Violation ; Off. pos.  
State shot and missed ; Def .  pos . 
State stole ball ; Northern fouled 
Scored F . T . ; Trotted to · def.  pos .  
State stole ball and scored 
Def. pos . ; T. o. for Northern ; In huddle 
In huddle 
Back in game ; Northern ' s  ball 
Guarded; Moved with opponent 
Guarded opponent closely 
Subject 2 knocked over a player 
Chased opponent ; Northern scored a F . G .  
Off. pos . ;  Caught and pa ssed ball 
Broke across lane ; Jumped and scored 
Guarded opponent ; State stole ball ; Off. 
24 min. 
25 min. 
26 min. 
27 min. 
28 min. 
29 min. 
JO min .  
31 min. 
15 sec . =2o4 
JO sec . =196 
45 sec . =200 
60 sec . =200 
Average=200 
15 sec . =208 
JO sec . =196 
45 sec . =2o4 
60 sac . =196 
Average=201 
15 sec . =200 
JO sec .=200 
45 sec . =196 
60 sec . =184 
Average=195 
15 sec . =184 
JO sec . =176 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec . =196 
Average=l85 
15 sec .=196 
JO sec . =184 
45 sec . =196 
60 sec .=200 
Average=l94 
15 sec .=200 
JO sec . =196 · 
45 sec . =2o4 
60 sec . =2o4 
Average=201 
15 sec . =200 
JO sec . =204 
45 sec. =200 
60 sec . =204 
Average=202 
15 sec . =196 
JO sec . =196 
45 sec . =188 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l91 
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TABLE XI (Continued) 
State sc.ored ; Guarded ; Northern scored 
Off. ; Broke across lane and scored 
Def. pos. ; Guarded ; Moved with opponent 
State stole ball ; Fast run down c ourt 
Violation ; Def. pos . ; State stole ball 
Ran down court ; J .B . ; State scored F. G .  
Def. ; Northern shot ; Subject 2 rebounded 
Fast dribble down court ; Shot and mi s sed 
State fouled ; Walked to F . T .  lane 
T. o. ; Walked to huddle 
In huddle 
In huddle 
Walked back to F. T. lane 
Waited to rebound F. T . ; Northern mi s sed 
Ran after ball ; Off. pos . ; Rebounded 
Mi ssed shot ; Fouled upon ; Ma.de a F . T .  
Made 2nd F. T . ; Trotted t o  def.  pos .  
Guarded opponent ; Mo·ved fa st 
State stole ball ; Off. pos . 
Rebounded and passed ball ; Stole ball ; 
Fast break down court ; Violation 
Def. pos. ; Northern scored ;  Ran to Off. 
Caught and passed ball ; Northern stole ball 
Northern shot ; State rebounded and passed 
Broke across lane ; Caught ball ; Made F. G .  
Def. pos . ; Guarded ; State rebounded 
Off. pos. ; Jumped ;  Northern fouled 
At F. T .  lane ; State missed but tipped ball 
Subject 2 was fouled ; At F . T .  lane 
Missed 1st F. T .  
Made 2nd F. T . ; Ran t o  def. pos .  
State fouled ; Rebounded at F . T .  lane 
Ran to off. pos . ; State missed F . G .  
32 min. 
· 33 min. 
34 min. 
35 min. 
J6 min. 
37 min. 
38 min. 
39 min. 
15 sec .=192 
JO sec �=l96 
45 sec . =188 
60 sec . =176 
Average=l88 
15 sec .=176 
30 sec .=160 
45 sec . =156 
60 sec . =136 
Average=l57 
15 sec .=132 
30 sec .=136 
45 sec . =124 
60 sec . =128 
Average=l30 
15 sec .=128 
30 sec . =132 
45 sec . =124 
60 sec . =132 
Average=l29 
15 sec . =124 
JO sec . =128 
45 sec . =124 
60 sec . =128 
Average=126 
15 sec . =124 
30 sec . =120 . 
45 sec. =124 
60 sec . =124 
Average=123 
15 sec . =124 
JO sec . =120 
45 sec . =116 
60 sec . =112 
Average=118 
15 sec . =120 
JO sec. =112 
45 sec .=116 
60 sec . =112 
Average=l15 
TABLE XI (Continued)  
Northern rebounded ;  State stole ball 
Caught pass and scored F. G . ; T . o. 
End of 1st quarter ; In huddle 
In huddle 
· 
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Back on floor ; Subject 2 was sub stituted 
Out of game ; Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Start of 2nd quarter ;  Watched game 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the. bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench , 
- ·  
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
40 min. 
41 min. 
42 min . 
4J min.  
44 min. 
45 min. 
46 min. 
4? min. 
15 sec .=108 
30 sec .=116 
45 sec . =124 
60 sec . =116 
Average=ll6 
15 sec .=120 
30 sec . =116 
45 sec . =116 
60 sec . =116 
Average=ll7 
15 sec .=108 
30 sec . =116 
45 sec . =112 
60 sec·. =112 
Average=ll2 
15 sec .=112 
30 sec . =116 
45 sec . =lo4 
60 sec . =116 
Average=ll2 
15 sec . =ll6 
30 sec . =116 
45 sec. =100 
60 sec .=108 
Average=llO 
15 sec. =108 
30 sec. =116 
45 sec . =108 
60 sec . =104 
Average=l09 
15 sec . =112 
30 sec. =116 
45 sec . =116 
60 sec .=108 
Average=llJ 
15 sec . =  92 
30 sec . =112 
45 sec . =112 
60 sec . =100 
Average=l04 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench - �  
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the - bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the . bench 
Watched game from the bench 
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48 min. 
· 49 min. 
50 min. 
51 min.  
52 min. 
SJ min. 
54 min. 
55 min. 
15 sec . =104 
30 sec �=ll2 
45 sec � =  96 
60 sec .=108 
Average=l05 
15 sec . =116 
30 sec . =ll6 
45 sec .=108 
60 sec .=116 
Average=ll4 
15 sec . =116 
JO sec . =108 
45 sec .=100 
60 sec .=112 
Average=109 
15 sec. =112 
JO sec.=108 
45 sec . =108 
60 sec . =116 
Average=lll 
15 sec .=112 
JO sec .=116 
45 sec . =116 
60 sec .=112 
Average=ll4 
15 sec. =112 
JO sec . =108 
45 sec. =100 
60 sec , =116 
Average=l09 
15 sec , =120 
JO sec . =116 
45 sec . =116 
60 sec . =100 
Average=113 
15 sec ,=120 
JO sec , =108 
45 sec .=112 
60 sec , =120 
Average=ll5 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
T. o. ; In huddle 
T . o. ; In huddle 
T .  o.  ; In huddle 
T . o. ; In huddle 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
H . T. ; Out on the floor 
H . T. ; Out on the floor 
II . T. ; Out on the floor 
H , T . ; Out on the floor 
H .  T .  ; Stood and talked with players 
H ,  T ,  ; Stood and talked with players 
H. T. ; Stood and talked with players 
H. T . ; Stood and talked with players 
H . T. ; Stood and talked .with players 
H,  T .  ; Stood and talked with players 
H, T,  ; Stood and talked with players 
H. T. ; Stood and talked with _players  
H . T . ;  On court ; Shot F. T .  and F. G .  
H . T . ; On court ; Shot F. T.  and F. G .  
H . T. ; On court ; Shot F. T. and F, G ,  
H . T. ; On court ; Shot F, T.  and F. G .  
H , T . ;· Dribbled and shot F. G .  
H . T . ; Dribbled and shot F. G .  
H . T . ; Dribbled and shot F. G .  
H . T . ; Dribbled and shot F. G .  
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56 min. 
. 57 min. 
58 min. 
59 min, 
60 min, 
61 min. 
62 min, 
63 min. 
15 sec ,=1J2 
JO sec ,=144 
45 sec ,=152 
60 sec . =lti2 
Average=1 5 
15 sec ,=144 
JO sec �=l52 
45 sec ,=148 
60 sec ,=148 
Average=148 
15 sec ,=148 
JO sec , =156 
45 sec ,=152 
60 sec .=164 
Average=l55 
15 sec , =144 
JO sec , =148 
45 sec .=144 
60 sec ,=136 
Average=l4J 
15 sec .=144 
JO sec ,=140 
45 sec . =160 
60 sec , =156 
Average=150 
15 sec , =140 
JO sec ,=152 
45 sec ,=1J6 
60 sec,=136 
15 sec ,=1J2 
JO sec , =136 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec . =172 
Average=l56 
15 sec . =180 
JO sec , =184 
45 sec . =192 
60 sec . =188 
Average=l86 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
H . T . ; Shot F. G .  and F. T .  
H . T. ;  Shot F. G .  and F. T .  
H . T . ; Shot F. G.  and F. T .  
H , T . ;  Shot F. G. and F. T. 
H . T . ; Shot F.G .  and F. T .  
H . T. ; Shot F. G ,  and F. T • 
H . T . ; Shot F. G. and F. T .  
H .  T. ; Shot. F.G .  and F. T.  
H , T. ;  Shot F.G .  and F. T .  
H. T . ;  Shot F,G ,  and F. T .  
H . T. ; Shot F .G .  and F. T .  
H . T . ; Shot F , G .  arid F. T . 
H . T . ;  Shot F, G , and F . T .  
H . T . ; Shot F. G . and F, T .  
H . T . ; Shot F. G.  and F. T .  
H . T . ; Shot F. G .  and F. T .  
H .  T .  ; Walked off floor t o  huddle 
H . T . ; In huddle ; Ready to play 
H . T . ; In huddle 
H.  T.  : In huddle 
H ,  T.  ; In huddle 
H.  T .  ; In huddle 
H.  T. ; In huddle 
H.  T . ; In huddle ; ''Beat Northern" yell 
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In circle for J .B .  ; State got tip 
Rebounded State ' s  ball and scored a F . G .  
Def. pos. ; State fouled ; Walked to F . T .  
Northern scored. F. T. ; Off. ; Shot ; Mi s sed 
Northern rebounded ; Def. pos . ;  State ' s  ball 
Off. pos. ; Lost ball ; Scrambled for i t  
J , B . ; Northern ' s  ball 
Def. pos . ; J . B . ; Northern got tip 
64 min. 
· 65 min. 
66 min. 
67 min. 
68 min . 
69 min. 
70 min. 
71 min. 
15 sec . =188 
JO sec . =188 
45 sec . =160 
60 sec . =1z2 
Average=l86 
15 sec . =180 
JO sec . =152 
45 sec . =168 
60 sec . =1�2 
Average=l 8 
15 sec . =172 
JO sec . =192 
45 sec . =192 
60 sec . =188 
Average=l86 
1.5 sec .=192 
JO sec . =200 
45 sec . =184 
60 sec . =168 
Average=l86 
15 sec .=164 
JO sec .=1.52 
45 sec . =140 
60 sec . =144 
Average=l50 
15 sec . =160 
JO sec. =172 
45 sec . =176 
60 sec . =188 
Average=l74 
15 sec . =192 
JO sec . =176 
4.5 sec .=184 
60 sec . =172 
Average=l81 
15 sec . =176 
JO sec . =192 
45 sec .=200 
60 sec 9 =192 
Average=l90 
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TABLE XI (Continued) 
Def.  pos . ; Guarded ;  Tried to block shot 
Pat fouled opponent ; Walked to F .  T. lane 
Pat missed rebound ; Northern 0 of B 
Guarding ; State rebounded ; Northern foule:i 
Walked to F. T. lane ; State scored a F. T .  
Guarded on def. ; Tried t o  steal ball 
Fouled ; Rebounded twice 
Had ball ; .. Drove in ; Jumped and scored F, G .  
Guarded on def. ; Northern shot 
Subject 2 rebounded and dribbled 
Pas sed ball and ran to off. pos .  
Moved in for rebound ; State rebounded 
Northern fouled ; State made F . T.  
Def. pos .  ; Blocked opponent ' s  shot 
Subject 2 fouled ; T. O. ; Walked to huddle 
In huddle 
Walked to F. T.  lane 
2 shots ; Waited to rebound 
Moved in to rebound ; State rebounded 
Subject 2 trotted to off. pos .  
State threw ball away; Def. pos . 
Traveled; State ' s  ball ; Off. pos .  
Subject 2 passed ball and State scored 
Blocked opponent ' s  shot ; Lo�g pas s  down 
court 
Raced · after ball ; Northern fouled 
State scored F • T . ; Guarded in def• pos .  
State fouled ; Northern scored a F. T .  
Ran to off. pos .  
Jumped to  catch ball and pas sed it 
Def. pos . ;  Northern scored ; Off, pos .  
Caught pass  and missed a F . G .  
Def. pos . ; Guarded ; State fouled 
72 min. 
73 min. 
74 min. 
75 min. 
76 min. 
77 min. 
78 min.  
79  min. 
15 sec . =196 
30 sec . =184 
45 sec . =188 
60 sec . =126 
Average=l91 
15 sec . =196 
30 sec . =200 
45 sec .=188 
60 sec . =l 2 
Average=l 
15 sec . =196 
30 sec . =200 
4.5 sec .=192 
60 sec . =196 
Average=l96 
15 sec . =200 
30 sec. =192 
4.5 sec . =188 
60 sec . =180 
Average=l90 
15 sec . =164 
30 sec. =168 
45 sec . =160 
60 sec . =168 
Average=l6.5 
15 sec . =176 
30 sec . =180 
45 sec . =180 
60 sec . =188 
Average=181 
1.5 sec .=200 
JO sec .=188 
4.5 sec . =192 
60 sec . =192 
Average=l93 
1.5 sec .=188 
JO sec .=180 
45 sec . =188 
60 sec . =188 
Average=l86 
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TABLE XI (Continued) 
Pat rebounded F. T . ; Off. pos .  
Tried to catch ball ; Northern intercepted 
De�. pos . ; State rebounded ; Off. pos .  
Tried to catch ball ; But i t  was too high 
Def.  pos . ; Tried to block opponent ' s  shot 
State fouled ; Northern ma.de F . T . ; Off. 
Ran down court ; State lost the ball 
Def. pos. ; � Northern shot ; Subject · 2  rebound 
Passed ball ; Off. pos . ; J . B .  
State got tip ; Ran and missed pas s  
Ran hard t o  def. pos . ; State stole ball 
Traveled ; Subject 2 stole ball ; Ran hard 
Scored a F . G . ; T . O. for Northern 
T .  o. ; In huddle 
T .  O . ; In huddle 
Back on the floor 
Def. pos . ; Waited for ball to be thrown 
Opponent shot and missed 
State fouled;  Northern scored a F . T .  
Off. pos . ; Tried for ball ; Missed ; 
Recovered it 
Passed ball ; J .B . ; Northern fouled 
At F. T. lane ; Waited to rebound 
State scored a F. T . ; Def. pos .  
Subject 2 ran across floor ; Picked up ball 
J . B . ; · state got tip ; Ran down court 
Northern fouled ; Pat rebounded ;  Violation 
State scored F. T. ; Def. pos . ; Guarded 
State fouled ; Walked to F . T .  lane 
At F. T .  lane ; Waited to rebound 
Northern scored ; Off. pos . ; Caught pa ss  
Pat was fouled on ; At  F. T .  lane 
Missed F . T .  but rebounded ; J . B .  
80 min. 
81 min. 
82 min. 
83 min. 
84 min. 
85 min. 
86 min. 
8? min. 
15 sec ,=192 
JO sec .=192 
45 sec .=196 
60 sec �=l92 
Average=l93 
15 sec ,=180 
JO sec .=176 
45 sec ,=184 
60 sec .=180 
Average=lBO 
15 sec , =188 
JO sec .=200 
45 sec .=2o4 
60 sec .=200 
Average=l98 
15 sec .=192 
JO sec .=188 
45 sec .=184 
60 sec .=1�6 
Average=l 5 
15 sec .=176 
JO sec .=168 
45 sec .=156 
60 sec e=148 
Average=162 
15 sec .=160 
JO sec. =168 
45 sec. =180 
60 sec . =192 
Average=175 
15 sec . =196 
JO sec .=196 
45 sec .=194 
60 sec . =184 
Average=l92 
15 sec .=196 
JO sec .=200 
45 sec ,=200 
60 sec . =196 
Average=198 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
Tipped J .B .  to State and State scored 
Def, pos. ; Violation ; Off. pos .  
Northern fouled ; Waited t o  rebound 
Missed both F. T .  
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Subject 2 tried for rebound ; State scored 
State fouled ; Waited to rebound F .  T .  
Tried for rebound ; Northern stole ball 
J , B . ; State got tip ; Subject 2 mi ssed pass 
Def. pos . ; Northern shot and mi s sed 
Rebounded ; Fast break down court 
Passed ball ; Went 0 of B ;  Def.  pos .  
Stole ball ; Fast break ; Scored a F . G .  
End of Jrd quarter f Walked to huddle 
In huddle 
In huddle 
In huddle 
Back on the court ; In circle for J . B .  
Waited in circle for J .B .  
Waited in circle for J .B .  
Tipped ball ; 0 of B ;  Northern ' s  ball 
Moved down court to def. pos .  
Played def. ; Guarded opponent 
Northern shot ; State rebounded and passed 
Threw ball ; Off, pos . ; Missed F . G . ; 
Rebounded 
Jumped to rebound and was fouled 
F. T .  pos . ; Missed F. T . ; State rebounded 
J ,B . ; Subject 2 got ball ; Scored a F . G .  
Trotted to def. pos. ; Little action 
Northern shot ; Subje�t 2 tried to rebound 
State shot ; Missed ; Subject 2 scored F. G .  
Fouled on ; Made 1st F. T . ; Mi ssed 2nd 
State rebounded and made a F . G • . 
88 min. 
89 min. 
90 min . 
91 min. 
92 min. 
93 min. 
94 min. 
9.5 min. 
15 sec . =196 
30 sec . =192 
4.5 sec . =195 
60 sec . =200 
Average=l96 
15 sec . =200 
30 sec . =196 
4.5 sec .=184 
60 sec .=192 
Average=l9J 
15 sec . =196 
30 sec . =184 
45 sec . =172 
60 sec .=172 
Average=l81 
1.5 sec . =1.52 
30 sec . =148 
4.5 sec . =136 
60 sec .=140 
Average=l44 
1.5 sec. =136 
30 sec .=136 
4.5 sec .=132 
60 sec .=136 
Average=l35 
15 sec .=124 
30 sec .=124 
4.5 sec .=128 
60 sec. =120 
Average=l24 
15 sec .=120 
30 sec . =118 
4.5 sec . =120 
60 sec . =120 
Average=119 
1.5 sec .=120 
30 sec . =108 
4.5 sec .=116 
60 sec . =112 
Average=ll4 
ll4 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
Def. pos. ; Northern shot ; State rebounded 
Caught and passed ball ; State scored F. G • . 
Def. pos . ; Jumped and rebounded 
· 
State missed F. G . ; Northern rebounded 
Def. pos. ; Jumped for rebound 
J .B .  ; Waited in circle to jump 
J'lL."llped and tipped ball ; Ran down court 
Tried for ball ; J .B . ; Tipped to Northern 
Taken out of game ; Walked to bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
T . o . ; In huddle 
T . O . ; In huddle 
T .  o .  ; In huddle 
T .  o. ; In huddle 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
96 min . 
97 min. 
98 min. 
99 min. 
100 min. 
101 min. 
102 min. 
103 min. 
15 sec .=116 
30 sec . =116 
45 sec . =112 
60 sec .=116 
Average=ll5 
15 sec .=112 
30 sec . =116 
45 sec . =112 
60 sec . =108 
Average=l12 
15 sec . =108 
30 sec . =112 
45 sec . =112 
60 sec . =108 
Average=llO 
15 sec . =112 
30 sec . =112 
45 sec . =108 
60 sec .=108 
Average=llO 
15 sec . =108 
JO sec .=loJ"" 
45 sec . =108 
60 sec .=104 
Average=l03 
15 sec . =108 
30 sec .=104 
45 sec . =100 
60 sec . =100 
Average=103 
15 sec . =116 
30 sec . =108 
45 sec . =lo4 
60 sec. =lo4 
Average=l08 
15 sec .=104 
JO sec . =108 
45 sec . =  88 
60 sec . =  92 
Average= 98 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the bench 
: •  
,.� 
Watched game from the bench 
Watched game from the- bench 
Watched game from the bench 
End of game ; Walked off of court 
115 
116 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
5 min. Average=124 Recovery period ;  Changed clothes 
10 min. Average=l08 Recovery period ; Changed clothes 
15 min. Average=108 Recovery period ; Visited with teammates 
20 min. Average=l08 Recovery period ;  Visited with teammates  
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TABLE XII 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY WOMEN ' S  BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 
1971-1972 SEASON 
Date School . Place 
Jan. 17 Augustana College There 
Feb. J * �nkato State College Here 
Feb. 8 Dakota State College Here 
Feb. 10 Mankato State College There 
Feb. 12 Northern State College There 
Feb. 15 UM (Morris ) There 
Feb. 18 USD ( Southern ) There 
Feb. 23* USD (Vermillion ) Here 
Feb. 24 Dakota State College There 
Feb. 26* Northern State College Here 
Feb. 29* UM (Morri s ) Here 
March 3-4 State Tournament Vermillion 
Yankton State College 
Dakota State College 
USD (Vermillion ) � 
· March 9-11 Region VI Tournament Springfield , Mo . 
Northwest Missouri State College 
Luther College (Iowa ) 
Central Missouri State College 
March 17-19 National Tournament Normal, Ill. 
Immaculata C ollege (Pa . ) 
Southern Connecticut State College 
*Games in which the subjects were te sted 
117 
Results 
74-34 
51-36 
61-38 
61-39 
52-35 
51-47 
46�JO 
58-41 
50-42 
67-Jl 
51-33 
76-19 
59-40 
55-49 
57-43 
48-45 
52-51 
47-60 
34-72 
APPENDIX B 
TABLE XIII 
WOMEN ' S  INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL 
(Complete Scoring Totals)  
Season 
Scoring 
State Regional Nat . 
Tourney Tourney Tourney 
Pat Dobratz ( Subject 2 )  259 59 
Judy Watson 138 47 
Diana Mehrens ( Subject 1 )  6? 22 
Rita Misener 61 24 
Sharon Kogel J4 10 
Connie Schnaible 12 7 
Jean Holzkamp 39 5 
Ginny Miller 17 6 
Edna Canfield 10 8 
Bonnie Sivage 15 2 
Carma Wright 11 
Linda Lacock 6 
Paula Pace 9 
Sharon Tapplett 2 
Jolene Goss 6 
. I Include s scoring from one "B" Game 
* Include s scoring from two "B" Games 
73 28 
34 24 
16 6 
6 7 
10 3 
14 6 
0 2 
4 2 
0 2 
0 1 
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1971-1972 
Total 
419 
243 . 
111 
98 
57 
39 
46# 
29* 
20 
18* 
11* 
6* 
9* 
2*  
6 
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TABLE XIV 
WOMEN ' S  INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 
. (Regular Sea son Totals)  
Pat Dobratz ( Subject 2)  
Judy Watson 
Diana Mehrens (Subject 1 )  
Sharon Kogel 
Rita Miesener 
Connie Schnaible 
Edna Canfield 
Jean Holzkamp 
Ginny Miller 
Bonnie Sivage 
Totals 
During the regular season--
Including all tournament games--
Most points scored by SDSU in 
any given game thi s year--
Least points scored by SDSU in 
any given game thi s year--
Most points scored by an 
individual in any given game--
FGA 
l?O 
174 
67 
39 
76 
31 
20 
29. 
17 
6 
-
526 
FGM FTA FTM 
102 96 58 
60 38 18 
27 42 13 
15 12 4 
22 22 16 
5 9 2 
3 13 4 
9 19 6 
4 3 0 
0 4 -2 -
249 245 113 
SDSU scored an av.erage of 56 points 
per game while holding their 
opponents to 36 points per game . 
SDSU scored an average of 55 points 
per game . Opponents averaged 41 
points per game . 
76 against Yankton in State Tour . 
J4 against Southern Connecticut 
in the National - Tournament 
Pat Dobratz--33 against Mankato 
State 
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TABLE XIV 
WOMEN ' S  INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 
(Regular Season Totals)  
FGA FGM FTA FTM 
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Total Tourna-
ment Scoring 
STATE TOURNAMENT--Vermillion, South D�kota--March J-4 
Pat Dobratz · ( Subject 2 )  36 22 22 '16 59 po�nts 
Judy Watson 48 20 8 5 47 points 
Diana Mehrens (Subject 1) 17 7 19 9 22 points 
Rita Mi sener JO 9 6 4 24 points 
Connie Schnaible 16 2 5 1 . 7 points 
Sharon Kogel 12 6 2 0 10 points. 
Edna Canfield 8 4 1 0 8 points 
Ginny Miller 11 1 6 2 6 points 
Jean Holzkamp 10 3 2 1 5 points 
Bonnie Sivage 6 0 � 2 2 points - -
Totals 194 74 74 40 
REGIONAL TOURNAMENT--Springfield, Missouri--March 9-11 
Pat Dobratz ( Subject 2 )  58 JO 19 lJ 73 points 
-t :'  
Judy Watson 42 lJ 15 8 J4 points 
Diana Mehrens ( Subject 1 )  12 ' 6 11 4 16 points 
Sharon Kogel 11 4 8 4 10 
points 
Rita Mi sener 11 2 9 J 
6 points 
Connie Schnaible 19 5 8 4 
14 points 
Ginny Miller 2 2 ---
Totals 155 62 65 J4 
